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Forev!ord
The purpose of the following study has been to consider
the consecutive interpretations of the Tristan legend in Eng
lish literature
preciate their

do~m

to the present century.

cm:;~)arative

primi tive poem, it

':,'8 S

In order to ap

fidelity to tl"0. s"Girit of the lost

first necessary to examine the metrical

romance of 'l'horw f:, tr,,;·:,o may be said"r writes ·..·illiam Henry
Schofield,

lito represent the highest achievement of any Eng

lis11 poet in the twelfth century,

n

along '::ith other deriva

tives used in the scholarly and poetic reconstruction, made by
Joseph B~dier, of tr..C.t hypotheticB.l ori;inal creation.
For the helpful courtesies of i',.r. 1ele.:"d R. Smith, 1i
br2.rian of Butler University, in [crra:'ring loans for L'.aterials
not easily accessible, I wish to express my thanks.

For the

deep satisfaction of the counsel and instruction of Dr. John
Smith Harrison, I express sincere appreciation and gratitude.
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Sl
the position of sources of all other extant versions; and a
frs.grnentary lost English !)oel'll, so considered by G. Paris

1
(1902).

2
In 1905 J. Bedier demonstrated scientifically,

to

the satisfaction of most students, the existence of a cor.unon
original of a primitive rcmance, since then spoken of by Ger
man scholars as the Ur-Tristan.

The same conclusion has been

reached by W. Golther, a German scho l

,

~hose

work was done

independently and at about the same time as that of B8'dier and
3

published. in 1907.
Since C'(lretien de 'l'royes mentions a poem tldel roi Marc
4

et d'IsBult la blonde ll in a list of vJerks in his Cliges,

the

possibility of the identity of this, eVidently episodic, poem
with the primitive poem has occurred to many minds.

Paris as

serted that Chretien de Troyes had never written a long poem
of Tristan since no allu2ion to it has been found in the con
temporary literature of the Middle Ages.

Foerster, the emi

nent German authority on Chr8'tien, supposed that Chretien wrote
the Ur-Tristan but that an Ururtristan was the model from vrhj.ch
.

/

Chretien's poem gained the marked superiority which this primi
tive Ur-Tristan (whosoever it was)

shows, even in reconstruction,

over Chretien's first works, his translations or adaptations

1. J.D.Bruce, ..o"Q.cit., Vol.II, ed.J.Bedier.
2. Le Roman de Tristan par Thomas, Vol.II, ed.J.Bedier, (Paris,
1903-5).
.
3. W.Golther, ~rit>tan und Isolde, (Leipzig, 1907).
4. Arthvxian Romances, by Chretien de Troyes, Translated by ~.
Wistar Ccmfort, p.91, Vvl-44, (Now York, 1928).
5. G.Paris, Journal des Savants, 1902, pp.299 ff.

3

fr'om Ovid.

Bruce, the American historian of the Arthurian

legend, concludes that Chr~tien, in all probability had
plaru1ed a long po

but failed to complete it and also to put

the fragment into circulation.

Paris believed that all French

Tristan poems derived from a lost incomplete Englisll

~oem.

1

Schofield, in America, also agrees with the theory of
2
Paris as to Tristan's ori~in.
Another
erican a1.1thori ty,
Gertr1.lde Schoepperle, who attributed a higher value to the
Beroul-Eilhart versio:l than to the Prose ROlnance or Thomas,
as preserving an earlier version of tradition, refers to
the source of Beroul as the

lI

es toire tl from his a111.;8ion to it:

Si co~~e l'estoire dit,
3
La ou Berox Ie vit oscrit.
However, since Eilhart, Thomas, and the Folie (Berne

.) give

evidence of a continuation trlhic}'). B~roul' s "estoire" lacke\...L,
sbe preferred to refer to Eilhart's source as Eilhart's "buch,"
though, to be sure, she exnlains that Eilhart' s !lbuch" was a
French poem.

Her evaluation as to Eilhart's s11periority over

other redacti ons is based upon the fS.ct that it is the nost
primitive complete version extant.
&l~~ne Vinaver, a co~temporary scholar of the Tristan

legend, adopts Bedier's theory of a single primitive

1. J.D.Bruce, op.cit., VOl.I,

p.15~,

oam, a

note

2. \J.H.Schofield, Eng;lish Liter2.t';.1.re from

to Chaucer, p.202, (New York, 1906).
3. GertruITe Schoepperle, Tristan ~1d Tsolt, A

Sources of the Romance, conclusion pp.108-111,
London, 1313}.

the
rt' and

drama coming with no interpolation n~ ses cinq premiers reman
cieurs:

le clerc anglo-normand,

...

ThoMas; Ie trouvere normand,

Beroul; Ifauteur inconnue de la Folie; l'~crivain de cour
allemand, Eilhart d'Oberg; et l'auteur inconnu du roman fran
~ais en prose.

1
1f

More recently (1931) Roger Sherman Loomis reiterated his
2

belief

that the Breri (probably to be identified with Bled
3
hericus and Bleheris) mentioned by Thomas as his authority is
the 1;1Iel sh IIfabl..Jla tor II \"Tho related, in French,

tale s of Arthur

ian sUbjects in the presence of a Count of Poitiers, either the
father or grandfather of Eleanor of Aquitaine, who later be
came the queen of Henry II of England e.nd brought a new ideal
ism of love to London.

The story ':.'hich he told was a com}Josite

tale, the precise version of
writing.

'd'~'lich :orob~lbly

did not exist in

Dr. Loomis sees a lack of an.y such close resembls.Y1.ce

in bo th incident and expression of

/

Ber(".~l,

of

Thon~D.s,

and of

Eilhart, which fact would indicate to him that th6Y followed
no single manuscript poem.

The extant versions, according to

him, give evidence of the main lines of Bleheris's story some

4
what modified by successive oral accounts.

1. Eugene Vinaver, Le Rome.n de Trj.stan et Iseult, Dans LfOuvre
de Thomas Malor§, p. 98, Libr8.irie Ancienne. Honore Cl1.ar!lpion,
Libraire de laoci~t6 de l'Histoire deFrance, (Paris, 1925).
2. R.S.Loonlis, rrS ome Problems of the Tristram Legend, II Honania,
LIII, p.82.
3. W.H.Schofield, op.cit., n.ll~
4. Roger Sherman Loomis, The Romance of Tristram and Ysolt by
Thomas of Britain, TranSlated from the Old French and Old
Norse, Intro. pp.XI, XII, and XXI.

5

common

onCLusive eviaenc

accented ",,1thout

a~thor5hi~

. inal Trist.,

'imit1v

d

ear

o

tIl

of the poem; and reconstruction of

aone by the comparative method by both Bed1er and Golthe.,
1

esultina in compositions essentially the

In reconstructinrr his
s of' the Tristan

/

Bedier used

Trist~~.

stor~;.

These are the

tan-poem of the Anglo-Hornan poet,

~-loma.s ;

certa~

followin~:

re

the Tris

the fregruents of a

/

nch "DOem, by the 1Torroan poet Beroul, combined with a Doe
le Limn German

b~

Eilhart von

Ober~e;

Tristan; and two short French poems called

-can, one by an

An~lo-ror~an

the Fl'ench pro se

e.l~ke

La Folie Tris

poet, and the other bv a poet of

n.
L..

ruce

op.
3.

59-161

•

6
/

Thomas, and the latter (Berne) related to Beronl.
Only three thous8na one bundred. and fort.v°-fonr lines of
the

ori~inal

Thomas poem are extant.

It nad first to be re

constructed from foreign languages in which poems,
be based upon it, exist.

kno~~

to

The Scandinavian prose Tristan saga,

which was made for King Haakon of Norvl8.Y by "a certai

rother

Robert" (in 1226); Gottfried von Strassburg's Tristan (early
thirteenth century), the Folie Tristan of the Oxford MS., and
the Italian La Tavola Ritonda (thirtoenth centurv)
are the
,
sources from "\'lfhich the lost portions of the 'iolOrk of Thomas
were recovered.
The story of the lost French

roma~ce,

the Dr-Tristan, may

be briefly slunmarized.
Tristan was the son of Rivalen, the King of Loenois (de
finitely identified now as Lothian in Great Britain) and of
Blanchefleur, sister of King Marc or Cornwall. The royal bride
dies in childbirth in the realm of Loenois, and her child per
petuated the fGct of the sad circumstances in the name Tristan
(from triste, sad) \'Thich he bore.
care of a knight, Gorvenal,
knightly

~)ehavior

1,']10

trained his charge welli- in

until the lad was fifteen, when he went to

the Cor-ili sl1 king' s court.

ere he becomes the

perfol"ming his duties in disguise.
a display of his
~eQuest

to be

The youth is placed in the

~in~'s

favorite,

An opportlmi ty arises for

owess, for nhich King Marc grants Tristan's

kni~lted.

The brother-in-law of the Irish king

now comes from Ireland to exact as tribute from Marc every third

7
child of' the age of fifteen; however, he is willing to submit
to a duel with a charEpion, Tristan.

The combat takes place on

an island with only the two knights themselves present.

Mor

holt sufferea defeat and makes for Ireland, but death over
takes him.

His neice, Iseult, keeps the fragment of Tristan 1 s

sword, taken from the brainpan of l\lorhol t, which had. Hounded
the Irish champion.
fl'ristan, 1:limself, sorely vlolmd.ed, has
and

o~ifts

out to sea.

carries his harp.

~lhen

For comfort in his
Tristan

c~ances

8.

boat made ready

lang~ishing,

he

upon the Irish coast,

the king hears the music and has the harper brought ashore and
healec.l. by the princess who knew such skill.
as lITantris,

II

There he is known

and thus his identity is kent secret.

In time

he is allowed to return to Cornwall.
King Marc is again served by Tristan.
sired a

~ife,

The king had de

but in answer to importunate courtiers, he de

clares that he will marry only the golden-haired woman from
whose head a swallow had chanced to bring silken strands into
his hall.

Tristan offers to seek that treasure for his king.

Chance bore him again to the Irish court.

Death is imminent

at the hands of the king1s officer should Tristan's identity
be revealed

RS

that of Korholt's slayer, but he feigns to be a

merchant and so gains time.
A monster has terrified the realm, and the Irish king had
offered the

pr~ncess

to the deliverer of his people.

Tristan

kills the dragon and cuts out its tongue for proof of his

9
rash offer of aught that the musician wished.
luctant, keeps his word.
ship.

Karc, though re

Iseult is taken aboard the Irish

Tristan returns from the forest just in time to rescue

Iseult.

As she sails, grieving, Tristan comes and offers to

comfort her, which service the harper accepted.

By a ruse he

finally rides off with Iseult, flinging back the taunt that the
Irish harper had won her with his harp but that he, Tristan,
has won her back with his rate.
Andret, another nephew of Marc's, connives with a dwarf to
ruin the lovers.

Intrigues and deceptions follow.

A stream

flows through Iseult's chamber, down which Tristan sends in
scribed messages on chips of wood.

Marc, eavesdropping over

head in a tree, is detected by means of his shadow, and the
lovers deceive him by just the right turn in their conversation.
Tristan, after the

corr~on

practice of those far-off times, shares

the sleeping room with the royal pair.

The king with design,

departs from the chamber, whereupon 'Tristan joins the queen.
The dwarf had strewn the floor with meal, but Trist['n evades
that snare by leaping over the meal-strewn floor.

The leaping

opened a fresh wound, and the blood from it betrays the lovers.
Tristan escapes.

Marc planned to have Iseult burned. but gives

her to a band of lepers as more cruel punishment.

Tristan res

cues her, and the lovers flee to the forest where for two years
they live in privation, but complete in the
love.

enjoJ~ent

of their

Once while they are sleeping in their hut, Marc comes

upon them.

He is convinced of their innocence as he sees Tris

10
tan's sword lying between the lovers.
visit, his sword and glove.

He leaves tokens of his

These signs only serve to send the

lovers deeper into the forest.
At length the forest-life becomes unbearable.
communicates with Marc,

~ho

Tristan

replies that he will receive Iseult

again but that Tristan shall leave Cornwall.
Tristan now goes to the court of King Arthur.

Gawain aids

him by planning a hunt near Marc's c8_stles, Tintagel.

r;arc is

obliged to receive King Arthur with his party incl1Jding Tristan.
Marc has two blades placed near Iseult's bed to ward off Tris
tan.

Tristan's friends

fei~

a fight in which all are wounded

by the blades, as Tristan has been, and his conviction is im
possible.

Marc forces the queen to make a

~-ublic

declaration

of icnocence, the test being the ordeal of holding red-hot iron
in her hand.

Iseult arransed for Tristan, disv'ised as a beg

gar, to bear her over a ford.

She then avows that only the

king and this man have held her in

t~1eir

arms, and so she pas ses

through the test unharEled.
How D1Jke Hoel of Carhaix in Brittany is harassed by a rival.
Tristan goes to the duke's aid.

He is soon married to the

duke's daughter, Iseult of the ',,"/hite Hands.

The marriage, how

ever, was not consumrlated, and Kaherdin, Iseult's brother, is
advised of the fact by her.

Tristan tells Kaherdin of his love

for Iseult, the queen, and takes him to Cornwall with him.
he enjoys

8.

Here

secret meetinG '_lith Iseul t, but through the inter

ference of the King's servants, a misunderstanding on her part

11

causes her to have Tristan, than dis&;U.ised as a le,:)er, beaten
away.

Upon his return to Brittainy his marriage is consunrrnated.

rl'\ristan ha.s word of the ~uc0n's penitence for her treatment of
him, and he returns again to

~er

in secret.

discovered durin£ some sports, and

ac~in

cape.

~~

His final trip to the court

the guise of a madman.

His identity is

he is forced to es

Cornwall is effectea 1n

He and Iseult meet clandestinely until

his detection, when for the last time he flees to Brittany.
There Tristan is wounded in a fight in which he had suc
coured Kaherdin, who has had an
denise

intri~~e

with the wife of Be

Tristan sends for Iseult of Cornwall.

A messenger is

to bring word of the color of the sail on the returning vessel.
:,'Ihi te was to signify I seul t 's coming; black, her failure to
come.

His jealous wife reports that the sail is black, and

when Queen Iseult arrives, she finds her lover dead.
pires upon Tristan's body.

She ex

King Marc, when he finally lea1'ns

of the spell of the fatal potion, has his wife and nephew buried
side by side in a chapel in Cornwall.

Rose-vines spring from

the graves and intertwine above the resting place of the eternal
lovers.
Such, then, is the gist of the story which in the hands of
Marie de France and Gottfried von Strassburg is said to represent
best the romantic charm of the Middle Ages.

Chapter II
The Chief Derivations from the Primitive Poem
of the Reconstructed Romance
The French or Minstrel Versions
Beroul--Eilhart
~he

great body of literary tradition of Tristan falls

generally into two groups or divi sions, di st infi:,rui shed chiefly
bv the treatment of three marked features:

the association

with the Arthuriro1 legend; the character of

ing Mark; and the

B~dier in his re

duration of the effect of the love potion.
construction of the

archet)~e

have been variously designated

regarded both divisions which
f.g

the Prench and English ver

I

sions (G.Paris)

or the Minstrel and Courtly versions (W. Gol

1

ther).
The former group, much the larger, is also lmovm as the
/

Vulgate redaction (Eilhart-Beroul-Prose) and is considered by
2

"all scholars," according to Ernst Brugger,

as far superior

1. Jessie L.Weston, The Star, of Tristan
into En lish from the-Gern-n-a-n~o-f~G=-o~~r-rl-e~----~~--~~--~----Vol.I, pp.XII and XIII,
ondon, 1 10).
2. Ernst Brugger, "Almain and Ermonie as Tristan's Home, II
Modern ~hilology, Vol.XXV, p.269, (Feb. 1928).

(12)

13
in reliability to the Thomas version.

In this group the story

of 'rristan is associated with the Arthurian legend and 'l'ristan
has some connec tion with the court of Arthur; King L=ark ap
pears as a baser, more contemptible man; and the effect of the
love potion is of limited duration, varying from three to four
years.

Be'roul, a poet of !forr:landy, addressed his verses to an

audience of lower social order than that of

Thom~s;

his is a

jongleur's version, but it is not necessarily an earlier version
than rfhomas

1

S

work.
1

As before mentioned,

B~roul-Eilhart, the most primitive

complete version of Tristan extant, is the version of a noble
court poet, Eilhart von Oberge, written in Middle High German
and dravm from the same source, an intermediary version, a de
rivative of the primitive poe~l, as the lines of B~roul.

2
Frag

ments of the latter complied with Eilhart von Oberge's version
afforded B~dier a substantial source of material in his recon
struction of the prinitive poem.
It is a tale of joy and sorrow that I shall tell you.
Hearken it well; there is none better of worldly tales,
for deeds of prowess and for love.3
Apparently then the author has in mind not merely a love
story but a story filled with deeds of prowess which in them
selves held an interest for the eager listeners hanging upon
the words of a jongleur.

(

1.Chapter I, p.3, of this thesis.
2.J.D.Bruce, op.cit., Vol.I, p.159.
3.Gertrude Schoepperle, op.cit., p.ll.

14
A lack of psychological analysis mal'ks this redaction as
told for simple minds; there is almost no interpretation for
the action.
tions.

Very few, even are the poet's puzzled interpola

Two eXan1:9les are:

r/hen the king is about to have the

tryst of the lovers at the fountain revealed to him by the dTIarf,
the poet remarks that the devil must have helped the dwarf into
the linden for "how else could he hav:e climbed alone?"

The

redactor is at a loss to understand the precaution of Bedenis,
the Breton, whose wife, Gorgeolain, had promised her love to
Kaherdin, Isolt's brother.

If her heart is not with him will

ingly, he may use all his ingenuity to keep her, and she will
love another, if she chooses, in spite of him.
The tragic element introduced in the use of the love potion
is indeed primitive.

Here two hopeless mortals are bound to

each other by supernatural power, while they nmst continue
to live in a society in which they are violating a sacred and
indissoluble tie.

They became powerless to act according to

their best lmowledge under the potion of which the
were:

sti~ulations

the lovers could not be separated for four years; they

must love each other with all their power throughout their
lives; if they were separated for a day during the first four
years, they would fall ill; if they were separated for a week
during that period, they would surely die.
Passion filled the lovers with a diabolical compulsion
which, as Christians, they sensed with h~ror.

All the while

they grew indifferent to treachery to Mark, to the sin itself,

15

to their ruined social

st~nding,

and to .

rfhe autnor

"bsolves Tristan of any re s'ponsibili ty for his most disloval
act.

HThat

\"18.S

the falsest deed t.ha

ever Tristan did for

in that same place be lay TIith Isolt.

Yet it uss Dot treach

ery; for he did it against his Dill.
1
that broul2:ht him to it."
"It was a hard life

Again:

It was the clu'sed d.z'i

h

he and the fair Isolt, but for them it

there in the forest,

s child's

p~ay,

so

r:1Uch joy did they have from t::le greQt love theY bore each
It was only

Go~ven~l

ot~.ier.

(Tristan's serving man) that suffered.

The

2

wonder is that he did not die. 1I
King Narlr is quite of the same mind, when, after the death
of the victims, he learns of the spell which held them fast •

.,

is situation has a tragic

qU~lity

deeper than that of a

war with society, more poignant than that of transgression of
moral law.

It is a man's love for uoman at war with

w~n's

loy

3

a1 ty to man."

This rela tionshi:') be tl'Jeen the two men is in no

otb.er tv/elfth century version more evide;1t or more

pitif'.~l.

Of course the influences of Christian standards of sex
:mora1s condemned the relationship betvleen the lovers.

If ap

prenended in unlawful love, the woman, according to old French
literature, was burned at the stake, althourrh she

:~.ad rec~"rse

to a cha:n:pion for her CD.l.1.se, or trial by ordeal.

Adultery,

1. Gertrude Schoepperle, op.cit., p.23.
2. Ibid., p.456.

3. Ibid., p.33.

16
we are told, was a

cow~on

theme.

Here then, social ruin was

eT:cincnt, and avenging pun.ishment threatened.
After the King came upon the exiled lovers, in the for
est, asleep with the sword betVleen them, according to Btroul,
they were seized with fear and fled deeper into the forest.
In Thomas the early, courtly version, they merely rejoiced at
their escape from being detected in sin.
Eventually the spell is spent, in the E~rcFl and Eil
hart versions (three and four years, respectively), e.nd the
lovers, Isolt, in the leafy hut, and Tristram in the forest,
are definitely aware, when the time is up, of a sudden revul
sian.

Here all is in accord with the orthodoxy of the Christian

belief of the times:

the lovers feel relief froIn this thing

laid upon them by God; they are remorseful for the past sin;
they regret the injury to Mark; and they aspire to a better
life.

They seek out the hermit churcr,,-man, Ogrin, and enlist

his aid in

cor~nication

with the king.

Mark receives his

1 of uhich, as Miss Schoep

queen, but he banishes Tristram.

perle points out, indicates the current accepted belief in the
supernatural power of potiop and the sacrectness of the marriage
bond.

In her study of

t~e

potion none more

~10ral

nor more primi

1

tive is found than this version.
The return from the forest marks the turnin,S point.

Here

1. Gertrude Schoepperle, liThe Love Potion is Tristan Isolt,"
Romania, Vol.XXXIX, pp.277-296, (1910).
.

-

17
invention on the part of the reda.ctors becomes freer.

The

courtly lovers of Thol:1&.s retiJrn at the cOl:1lnand of rJark, 1fJho is
convinced of their innocent relations since he found them
blameless before his ODll eyes.

There is of course evident

inconsistency in the work of the second part of the B~roul
version in permitting the penitent victims to continue in
~nilty

lOve.

The unconsummated marriage of the courtly re

dactions is the result of a different type of love entirely.
The Eilhart redactor prepared for the inconsistency by the
qualification of the effect of the potion as diminishing, a
conclusion natural enough since the lover's meetings were
less frequent.

Moreover, Eilhart, need not omit the consumma

tion of the marriage with the second

Isol~

for his audience

does not abide by the rules of courtly love.

In the second

part we have Tristan willing to do anything in Isolt's name,
for here is the courtly lover inspired to do high enterprise
worthy of the beauty of his fair lady.
The Tristan of Beroul is a primitive man.

His education

at the hands of Gorvenal consisted of wrestling, throwing the
lance, casting the stone, riding, and wielding the sword.

In

short, he was trained in honesty, and courtesy, and all the
virtues and exercises of the perfect lmight.

He, un1ike the

later French Tristram, is resourceful in the forest life.

In

Cornwall he whistles up birds, and in Brittany he deftly shoots
twigs one into the other for the entertainment of the maids in
Gargeolain's company.

Here is

'~:ristan,

the famed hunter, and
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the first fisher wi
Isolt

e hook.

....t.1"

s

loyalty to clan.

~ner

E.lnost classic that reminds one of Ximene in

some'tl1.in

Cor~eille's

Cid
--

in the tragic situation of loving Rn enemy of a

S~'~e

swore vew<:eance for the Morholt,

slain by Tristran.

~er

Le

paren~.

mother's broths.,

She is loathe to love her foe and finds it

a nard fate to love a nan who had demurred when she vY'as offered
~im

in Marriahe.

ir:. the refin

il.'ristan

is '

rS

She is crafty in dec.af vinf!: l.rarlf and lackiL
an~e

distress wh

of latter Ieolts,
in t"

el"

She

redaction, as the years pass over her.
severity in her act

'''or

ue of an

ten off from her royal presence.

in t'lis

~here

e

'" 1

!'I

is nruch of tragic

see

J..6

n

As to Isolt of'

,

itt

itive.

e

Tristram no resentment for not m
could not forego jealous.
abon

he color of the sail

t

.~

e en I S

e

did not

Schoe9perle, op.cit.,

p.6~.

s

She bore

','!ife, but a11e

C UUL.L.ll L!.

i~he

that t_

lied
Oi.l.Ld
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break 'l'ristan' s heart.

Her remorse Vias great; "AhJ hoW' s.he

screamed thenl ll the simple redactor says.
This version pictures Mark definitely as tender toward
Tristan, and the LJO men held one another in a relation of
confidence and affection.

It is the betrayal of this strong

love of the King for Tristan that sounds the deepest tragic
note.

en Hark really knew of his wrong, he became implacable.

He could not have his honor suffer:

he orders the queen burn

ed at the stake and r11 r i stan to be br01cen on the wheel for their
sin.

'l'hen as a more horrible punishment, };:ark gives IsoJ!.t to

a band of lepers,

fro~

whom Tristan ultimately rescues her.

ne even orders the death of 'J,'ristan's little dog, Husdent.
In point of time this version has an earlier setting than
that of Thomas's story.

After the return from their sojourn

in the forest, Isolt is received by Harle, but Tristan, leaving
hi s 1ittle clog vri th the queen, goes into exile.

3e is welcomed

and honored at King l\rthur' s court, particnlarly by Sir Gawain.
~uch

to King Arthur's displeasure (for he knew of tbe disfavor

in which Mark held Tristan) Gawain arranged a
which requires King i',:Iark's entertainment.

huntin~

party,

The gallant Gavrain

denied himself Queen Isolt's kiss of greeting for Tristan's
sake as, of course, King Mark could not brook that sight.
nightfall Mark had blades
approach the queen1s bed.

arran~ed

At

so that Tristan could not

Tristan became wounded, but the

quick wit of Kay saved him direct accusation as all of the
knights suffered themselves to be cut by the blades and fall
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into a di sorderly brawl.
guests go limping.

So Mark was shamed to see B.ll his

Of course these incidents associated with

Arthurian romance were current in medieval fiction and were
inserted into the legend for the purpose of associating Tristan
~ith

a well-known cycle after the usual manner of a strong

story attracting lesser contem:90rary legend.
connection is that in which Isolt swears an
prove her chastity in the pre sence of
not an uncommon ruse at that time.

=~ing

Another point of
~nbi~~ous

Arthur.

oath to

This Vias

So in general this tale

has a more primitive milieu than that of '..L'hoJiCB.s who, we shall
see, releGates Arthur to legendary times.
Characteristics of Eilhartts treatment and style are as
interesting as the elements
tablishing its place

the~selves

which he uses, in es

early extant redactions.

The inde

penden t popular stories are combinec:. viith only slight modifica
tion.

Modern taste of the audience

~as

not entirely ignored

by the redactor; for example, he introduces the character
Camille in the queen I s train in order to ad.c; the story of a
magic pillow by means of which a maid right safeguard b.er
1

chastity.
Repetitions are easier to handle than editing, so the
tale lengthens with two variants of apprehendinr, Tristan in
the queen's bed, of the lovers

t

meeting in the Blanche Lande,

1. L.E.Winfrey, IfKaherdin and Camille," Lodern Philology,
Vol. XXV, p.257 ff. (Feb. 1928).
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and of a rudderless boat on the voyage to Ireland.
Some simple explanation is attempted
he shows

ho~

b~r

the writer when

characters acquire information necessary to incite

them to action.

Two devices may be illustrated.

Kaherdin

overhears Isolt, as they ride over a muddy road, talking to
herself of the
lord had been.

splas~ing

Dater which is bolder than ever her

Tristan's enigmaticel smile prompts Isolt to

question and to the ultimate

discoverJ~

of bis identity 'flith

that of her uncle's conqueror.
At times the redactor is quite simple in his utter irre
sponsibili ty as to the lmowledge or conduct which is attribut
ed to his characters.

There are evident gaps:

it is not

give~

how Tristan was wounded SO as to stain the clotning on the
queen1s couch; why Tristan placed his sword between him and
Isolt; how Isolt learned of the signifigance of the sails;
1

or how King

1'.~ark

learned of the fatal pov':,rer of the potion.

In such instances the other importv.nt early red.actor, Thomas,
rationalized the matter to the undoubtedly
of the learned court of

1. Gertrude

He~ry

Sc:,oep:~~erle,

II.

op. ci t., pp.265-6.

cert~in

satisfaction
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The Prose Tristan
The Prose Tristan, which is now conceded to have derived
from the primitive poem (Loseth regarded the work as based upon
/

1

a lost poem by Chretien de Troyes)

afforded considerable bulk

Tl~e prose ~

to the study of the reconstruction by Bedier.

tan has for its model the prose Lancelot, the reverse relation
of the Chretien's Lancelot-Guinevere rOluance which was an
2
adaptation of the Tristan-Iseult legend.
It was probably the
most popular medieval romance, if the large number of extant
versions are indication, as there are extant twenty-four ver
sions in the Bibliotheque Nationale and six in the British
Museum.

The orieinal version is not extant.

fall into two classes:

The manllscripts

those of an earlier, simpler, and

better version; attributed to a

l1

missire ll Luce of Gaut near

Salisbury and those more numerous and of a greater complexity
1mown as the rrconmon version" or

II

cyc lic version," attributed

to rrmissirei! Helie de Boron of Nort'2ern France.

However, these

names of authors are now conceded to be fictitious and nothing
3
certain of the authorship is knovm.
The approximate date,
however, is considered to be placed with reasonable safety be
tween 1226-1235.

The first dated manuscript belonging to the

second version bears the date 1278, but the earlier version

1. J.D.Bruce, op.cit., Vol.I, p.160, note 10.
2. Ibid., Vol.I J p.184.
3. Ibid., Vol.I, p.187.

~3

must have been in existence Drior to 1240
rocance Pa1amedes, dependent upon tne

tc

iat

e the

wn

I'OJnance is

1

to have been in existence.
di tion of the

The noteworti1'

actll8.1 me

8h·

retains the

'sical skill an

the

intris~e

in tne

author is Tristan's

of

nd Table.
e~aness

ele

in

.'hen he

carryin~

on

with Iseult qithout detection, characteristics of

the old Celtic tale, 'l'riBtan becomes virtuallY another Lance
lot, Joing from toul"'1ame

to tournament, e7..hibi tinK an ex

emplary chivalr'ic na.ture.

ITe fences and nlays at chess a,s a

trl',e thil.. teenth cenb.1.ry lmi.;ht.

fa a lover he is not the faith

ful Tristan of the primdtive 00em for he has an
Segnrade I s "'life.

af~air ~it

Is el.< 1 t also !lS S ot··1er lover s, Palamede

, but Tristan

l~_ah-eI'dii1

re~ins

the favored one.

'l'ristan d.es

)ite his most obvious disqualification for the l.mdertaldl1.!t of
the G,rai1 Quest,

join~

the other

lmi~hts,

thus qUite comrlet

lng the I'.rthuriza.tion of the story.
The most nrolt'inent element of the tra.dition, the lawless
and irresistible uassion, l_n the lost -orimitive metrical. ro
mance is cOlnpletely dissipated in the mass of inventions.

In

•
an-
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the scenes in Cornwa.ll up to the connection with the Lancelot
story some ,of the old individual episodes are retained but
their
fro~

si~1ificance

is no longer prominent.

e variations

the tradition are marked in the matter of the death and

birth of Tristan.

Since the King has been so demeaned as a

tyrant and traitor, there is little of the tragic conflict of
the prirrdtive story left, and

~ristan

is almost pardonable for

the sin of adultery in viei'l of so much bi3.ser man as I.larc,

1,'1;:10,

in a fit of jealousy, murders his nephew with the thrust of a
poisoned spear.
All of the prose manuscripts agree in this account of
Tristan1s death which, of course, is not traditional.

ES 103

alone had the death in Brittany in the presence of Iseult of
1
the White Hands.
The association of rerlin with the birth of Tristan is
another liberty Dhich the prose author took.
forester, appears to the

~neen

~erlin,

as a

of Leonois, as she is searching

for her husband, and pro?hesies that she will see her lord
no more.

King Meliadus has been captivated by a fairy r:istrees

and is released only after his sorrowing queen has given birth
to their child whom she named "Tristan" because of the sad cir
cumstances.

It is Merlin who eventually saves the infant from

a plot of his father's jealous kinsmen, and finally releases

1. G.Paris, liLa Mort de Tristan et D'Iseut d1apr'es Ie manuscrit
fr.103 de la Bibliotheque Nationale compare au poeme allemande
diEilhart d i Oberg," Romania, Vol.XV, p.48l ff., (Oct., 1886).
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the King.
Other changes are brought about in order of eve'nts and
connections for old "motifs.

nevI

II

'llhe romantic element gives

way before a tendency to rationalize.
as well as new
~ristan

the

L~lorat

cl~racters

wew

being invented.

e~isodes

are added,

In order- to tie up

story to the cycle, Perceval is given a brother

and Tristan is given a rival in the

cre~tion

of Pala

medes who perhaps originated in the character of the lying
senG'S cha.l in the primitive poerl.

Pale.rn.ede s excl te s sympathy

by hi s genero'..:.s and COlJr teous bear'ing to';,arc1 Tristan eve

the former meets with naught but failure in his love suit.
Tristan 1 S ancestry makes up more origine.li ty.

is is of

the line of King Davj.f.. and Joseph of Arima thea and h.is grandother, Chelinde, is cornected with four distant sources,
(Athis and Propnilias) mediaeval romance, classic
.

1

(Oedipus), fairy-tales,

~nd

tr~gedy

oriental IIconte."

The aim of the prose ro?··o.nce writer is evident:

to

heiGhten the value of his work by connection with the Arthur
ian c;lcle, p8.rticular l;f with the L8.ncelot-Crl.J.inevere story.
That point is TIlade at the time of Iseult's desperate letter
to Guinevere upon Tristan's marriage to the Breton Iseult.
This violation of courtly love upon Tristan's
the denunciation of Lancelot.

.hs

~art

called

do~

the story progresses, however,

the tuo lmights become warm friends because of their mutual

1. J.D.Bruce, op.cit., Vol.I, p.492.
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2dr:1ira tion of each other I s valor.
comes to grant the lovers

asyh~m

It is thus the. t Lancelot
at Joyo'us Gard.

Tristan is

brought into relation with Perceval, his deliverer, and vJith
Galahad, later, in the quest.
In spite of the rather forrnles3 construction of this

1"0

mantic biography, this prose tale, both contemporary and mod
ern judges regard as foremost in its field, thoup,h as compar
1

ed with its main source, the primitive poem,
3'0

it is in nowise

fine.

1. Because of numerous renderings and compound elements of the
Tristan legend, problems of sources continue to challenge schol
ars to offer their solrtions. Hor! the tradl tion we,:·, from the
tale of prorless of a. Picti's}} hero from Scotch Lothian, pass
ing sO'uthward into Wales, thence into Cornwall where it took
on definitely the nat';}re of a love-saga, and the hero became
that of lIthe croviIY'.ing love-story of the middle Ages," (J .D.Druce
op.cit., VolI, p.171-199) then, crossing the Char~el into Brit
tany and France, where it assumed the final shape in which it
awaited the imprint of the mind of the original author of the
Ur-Tristan--makes a romance in itself; but the matter of inves
tigation of Celtic names, incidents from Northern and Germanic
sources, borrowings from classical traditions, and survivals
of Aryan folk-lore--does not properly have a place in this study.
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The English or Courtly Versions
Thomas of Britain
In the second group of the Tristan tradition, the story
is Quite independent of the Arthurian cycle; King Mark is
honorable and
enduring

upri~h.t;

and the potion exerts an influence

until death.

Thomas of Britain, with his translators,

is the single rerresentative of the courtly group of Tristan
literature.

There is evidence, both internal and circm!lstcm

tial, of the relation that the Anglo-Norman r.rhomas bore to the
con temporary rulers, Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine.
Since Thomas's period is about 1185, and he makes the de
vice upon his hero's shiel
an alwost definite

a

recog~ition

golden lion on a red field,
of the royal house of England,

it would appear that the poet must

~ave

been in England writing

to please his king and queen.
I cite one example:
London is a ri~ht rich city, a better is not
in Christendom, nor a wort~ier nor a better es
teemed nor a better garnished or rich folk. ~uch
they love largess and honor, and lead their life
in great pleasalmce.
It is the health of England
and beyond it nGGdeth no man to seek. At the
wallIs foot floweth the ~hames, nnd there co~eth
the merchandise of all lands where Christian
merchants go. ':I'here eke be men of mickle wisdom.
'fhi ther came Lord Kaherdin.l
Now to look at the story as Thomas of Britain told it
with beauty of thought and style.

1. R.S.Loomis, op.cit., p.274.

Among the later twentieth
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century opinions of the matter is the one that accredits to
Thomes direct deri va tion from the archetype (itJhich may have
been considerably earlier than the latter half of the twelfth

1
century).
s~urces,

But to take the Anglo-ITormand.' s ovm word for
we know that already behind his a.ge lay an intricate

development of the .story of which many contemporaries made
variations.

He says:

they spea.k d.iversely. From mEny men have I heard
the tale, and well I knoTI what each telleth and. eke
wha t they have set in scriptlJre, but so far as I
have heard, they tell it not after Breri, which lmew
the gests and the tales of all the kings and all the
earls that have been in Britain.2
At this point he shows the absurdity of some one instance of
paraphrasing an affair of Tristram, the Thvarf, and after de
fending the logic of his version, concludes with:

"Certes,

they have erred from the tale and departed from the truth,
and if they will not yield this, I will not strive with them:
let them hOld unto theirs and I unto mine:
3
all things."

reason will try

Reason, that is the key note of his work; Thomas, as one
of the transitional writers in the age which made over epic
matter into romance, showeq the marked characteristic of de
veloping psychological ideas.

He had a theme to set forth.

He was himself a member of the clergy, but he was vITiting for

1. L.E.Winfrey, liThe Sources of Eilhart's Tristrant," Modern
Philology, XXV, p.257, (Feb., 1928).
2. R.S.Loomis, op.cit., p.262.
3. Ibid., p.263.
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the court in 1,'/hich there Has learning.
his readers.

"Lords,

II

he addresses

Not only was he addressing the most highly re

fined social element, but he was choosing for his theme love,
love according to the ideals of the twelfth century pllilosophy,
and this he did to its great glorification.

To him the fatal

cup was "a symbol of the divine right of passion."

"Le poete

anglo-normand l'a videe et nous sentons encore trembler,
1
dans ses vers l'ivresse que son coeur y a puiss6'til. t1 Again
and again he strikes the note of passicn gen.uinely, tho1J,gh
quaintly the churchman admits,
which of them had greater

"Here I knoW' not what to say,

an~lish,

nor may I tell the reason,

for I hO-ve not proved these matters.
tale:

I will set forth my

let lovers give judgraent who hath better destiny in

2
love, or who had thereof the greater woe."

There follows

an analysis of the strange love of the four victims of the
r'breuvace d' amour.
~-

II

Never does 'l'homas belittle the -pov/er of

the love nor the pair.of unhallowed lovers.

In the end he re

dedicates his tale to all lllS.ill1er of lovers for an "ensamule"
that they might find pleasure, something to remember, and "great
solac e, malgre change, malgre wrong, lTI8.1gre pa. in, mo.lgre tears,
3
malgre all wiles of love. ,,'
From France, Eleanor had brought the teachings of court
ly love.

Her own daughter, fuarie de Champagne, was the cham

1. G.Paris, poemes et Legendes duo Moyen Age, p.158,
2. Roger S.Loonis, op.cit., p.222-226.
3. Ibid., p.290.

(Paris).
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this

t~ain

all their will, and for none had suspicion at their

meetings, they held their fellowship without slander or blame."

1

ith Tristram and Queen Ysolt the decorum was long ob
"S 0 they heeded their love that never was it by ei

served.

2

ther of them shamed, secretly or openly."

'rhrou.ghout the

years it redound to their glary that ilTristram loved

~solt

with

3

out ceasing and she him again as faithfully.1T
scathed because she eould deceive

~hen

She went un

she said that no man,

save the king and the hapless pilgrim (Tristan in disguise)
who had fallen by the stream, had ever held her in his arms.
As

throu~hout

this group of the tradition, the potion is

of lasting duration; however, it cannot be given prominence
since the lovers must love of their own volition and eternally
in accord with the principle of the cult.
~ristraM

and Ysolt from the gohlet.

The page served

"And thereof cometh unto

them both dolorous life and torment and long trnvail with de
4

sire of the body and jeopardy of love."
mediable.

The spell was irre

1either life nor death held fear for them after that.

Only to be together was the one purpose.
But even 'l'homas had difficulty with fitting the

S01J1

of

the story Which makes it forever that of Tristan and Isolt,
I

not of Cliges

5

and Fenice, nor of Lancelot and Guinevere,

1. R.S.Loomis, op.cit., p.9
2. Ibid., p.140.
3. Ibid., p.146
4. Ibid., p.133.
/
5. In Cliges, an anti-~ristan story, written by Chretien de
Troyes, in three of the five references to the fan:ous lovers
he speaks to their detriment. Fenice, unlike Isolt, gives
her heart and her 'body together to her lover, deceiving her
wedded lord by Deans of a rotion which her servant brewed for
the husband. Arthurian Romances p~ Chr~tien de Troyes. Trans
fated by W.Wi>1t?-r comrort, "Cliges ,pp.91,12'7,132";L59,160,
\New York, 19c8).
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~uite

consistent with the principles of courtly love as in
/

traduced into the Arthurian cycle by Cl1retien de Troyes under
the patronage of Marie de Champagne.

Neither Tristram nor

Ysol t remainet'; faithful to the ideal, for each viola ted the
principle of fidelity to the object of that secret and illi
cit love.

Their lOve was superimposed, for when they mi&~t

have loved either openly or secretly, in Ireland, neither had
the desire, not until the potion held them forever bound with
its baleful power.
However, Thomas appropriated rm.lch that he c

~llld,

ignor

ing the unpropitious matter such as the supernatural element
of the potion.

First, at the turning point of the story, the

return from the forest, appears a different pair of lovers
from those in Beroul whose version ShODS penitent sinners
seeking grace to abandon their life in exile.

In Thomas,

Mark bids them return, for true lovers would not voluntarily
have forsaken their life together.
Secondly, on the night of Tristram's marriage with the
second Ysolt, he sees his ring from the queen, and he suffers
such agony at the thought of disloyalty to her that he cannot
accept Ysolt as his wife.

Even Kaherdin, the brother, regards

as more binding the claims of Ysolt, the queen, than those of
his sister, the Breton gentlewoman, when he learns of Tris
tram's first great love for that glorious and worshipful lady
the more worthy of the two to inspire a

kni~ht.

A third in

·stance of the observance of the code is shown when Tristram,

,- 'Z
.)0

ffily is s'

oned to return to Isolt at great

peril, since the behest comes "in her name."
courtly lover, Tristr

s a true

worships Ysolt and at ereat

nJZsr in

encounter'ina: a giant and at I<:reat cost of labor to himself,

many smiths, r.rrig,hts, and YlOodcarvers,
beautifu.l shrine to her even thol
much as even her

thou~ht

~

"Ids

~onderfully

he had despaired of so

of him in his banishment.

To l.Uese

featul'es are added the f'urther circ1JJUstances of' courtly love
in the long self-analyses by

e lovers,

t~e

presence of' ever-

dreaded spie s, and the in,\:enious attempt of the lover s to
evade detec tion.
As a youth, when he arrived at the Cornish court, Tris
trnm vIas "beloved, mlrt'

1, debonair,

e to "learn booi{-

been

d meek.

ledge, ar_d he

~as

had

If

pas

l;Yitty,

and he Derfected himself by his study in the VIr chief arts,
and he Vias cl.;mninl:': in all mannel' of' tongue s •

the

V~l

T~en

he learned

kinds of music so that there WEB nop-e had more

nor more sldll.

reno~~

And of meekness Bu"ld mercy and gentle taSles,

in riisdom and cOl1n3cl and prowess he 'If/as f'ound peerless:

his conditions and his f'

e was none

.is

of'

reil, so waxed he

1

even stronger.

II

In venerie he was a marvel.

'liristan was not only lea.rned but intelli
his

1~owlecge.

t in t:;:1e use of

Before the nobles, who were beside themselves

with P:l>lef to lose their sons as truage to Kinp: Gorman of

1. R.S.LoOl:1'iS, op.cit., p.19.
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Ireland, 'l'ristram was "wise, brave, and outspoken."

King

Mark of England, his uncle, and the nobility hailed the young
knight as their defender and all rejoiced that he was to in
~o~ard

herit the kingdom.

the great Irish champion, Morhaut,

he was logical in saying that no truage was due nor would be
paid.

Later in Ireland where he had been healed by the

~ueen,

it was only by reasoning with the raging Princess Ysolt that
he compelled her to spare his life, for Thomas is more than
redactor; he shows a dramatic sense in character tree.tment in
the interplay upon one another •
.b.'nemies, a man of such prowess was certain to have among
jealous per sons.

::L:.gdoms he might have c laimeci for his

service, but greed or ambition he had nom.

He delivered his

fatherfs realm over to Roald, his faithful seneschal; he put
in jeopardy his very life '-ihen he

\~ent

for the Irish princess,

prOVing to the plotting nobles of King Lark's court

t-~at

he

cared nothing for :!=lersonal gain; he clB. imed nothing for slay
in~ a giant in Spain; he delivered the ~_ke of Wales from the
harro~ing ~iant

Urgan and asked only Petie-eru, a faerye d

from Avalon as a gift to solace 0leen Ysolt.
In victory he could be boastful.
he was according to the giant Mollagog,

f1S'I/'wllen ~.,i th pride tl
~mose

adjacent lands

Tristram had wrested from him because of its fine trees a
cave where

h@

Ghbse to build a shrine.

had won Ysolt from
taunted.

~ark,

The Irish harper,

by his boon, Tristram outwitted

\'IhO
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Uuon his last return f rom
set foot on the soil of Br':

En~land,

Tristram had

vhen a "tall

.1-._

sc~rcely

rilZht stout"

Imifilit called f/Tristram, the Dwarf," Bournt his
his (the drm.rf r s) wife from the giant Estul t.

recover

d

As

rr

tile

eat-

est lover of all that ever lived" Tristram's aid was SO"lHtht.
It was in this last

t, a quest for love's sake that Tris

tram received his fatal

~ound.

and en t 11' ,_

'3

Love h

sha.pe

's character

Iseult ascends the street filled with

sounds of lamentation, an anc:\.ent man tslls her, IIT:ristram,

the noble and pro11C.l, is dead.
rea.lm.

]'e gave largess to the 'poor and great aid to the

\7ret;cned.

II

'hor.tas, clerk
a

e was a solace unto all the

c

01'18

bout the

f women; at least he speaks as one

y

be was,

life to the two Ysolts

d Bri

ain.

ne

is a lively young woman who has her
n to

fro

sick man who CaEe in the

antris, t

For' that d.esire, the Quean
seneschal,

s~1.e

an; to

~1ealed

~ri

him.

would kill he1 self wi
~~ell. rr

How

not.

no. verses
08.".

R

an Inarry the

a 1mife, for she hated

1

him "like a fiend fr

ette

"ves

cess Ysolt

o!'ten th

She desired to 1

~arp

ish P

chol

e

s

wl11in~

to leave Ire

land to go with Tristram, the slayer of her uncle, can onlY oe
explained by

t~e

perfect knighthood of Tristram, for she ?Ias

accrunstomed to havDlg her
ly grace in

requir~ng

v~ll.

She falls far snort of co-u't

the life of Brinavain for fear that tne

'i.loman wOl:ld betray t.t1e decept:'on prac t iced ll.pon

r,~Etrl-~

on the

haircloth Gorselet in atone
OUS] wa~

J

1stic in t

definitely a j1$.rked chare

other Ysol

,8

Planche

1)8.

She had felony in :Ler hen'"

ith 'frist

It cruell

d

ward tender-nes

ceiving: him wit

•

d 1 .

to him at the

last.

the cleverest of the

'1nftv8.in
as never failed.
tendel~ing

ice.

t for T:::-istram 's .b.a,pl

the potion,

S'te advj sa

so

~h

'las blaneJ.e

how to dece1've the y'

t the court.

tr81ll mi

t

S'1e outwitted

WOffien,

ror ner

squire I s lUis
u~~out

her serv

th

~ris-

~eriadoc

when he

1;7ishea t

involve Tristram in a plot of disloyftltv to tne

Q;ueen's

,.e.

fidy,

.1::\1' inqvain

a.in by Kaherdin.

e

u 1 ';ir.1B. tel ~.T sa-w C::.riodoc, for his uer

For aJ.l her loyalty, it ',"as Br inl::"vS in t S

1. R.B.Loomis, op.cit., p.273.
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own resourcefulness and not the queen's grace, that saved her
head.

Sure of herself after having once escaped death, the

serving woman, defied Ysolt calling her "light heart,1I 1I1 ec h
erous,

II

"forsworn,

/I

"

a faith-breaker,

II

and a 1I1iar.

ri

She de

livered a little homily which was, doubtless, Thomas's ideas
upon the power of habit, using as the text

II

what thing a colt
1

learneth in breaking will he, nill he, long it endureth.
So she berated her

ro~al

ll

mistress, who implored and wept for

mercy.
Mark is regarded by Thomas as still youthful and not un
sightly.

He is, however, not well-defined by Thomas.

The King

apparently observed the code of etiquette of his day, for what
his eyes had beheld and his ears had heard of disparagement to
the lovers, he could set aside if the thing were technically
made right by ordeal.

Patient, credulous, and forgiving, he

appears more often, than grim and severe.

Bringvain marvelled

that he had not Ysolt's nose carved off her face for her infi
delity, but, alas, liRe loved her out of measure so that none
2

other of God's creatures pleased him as much as Ysolt.

1I

This

King Mark is not recorded as giving his wife over to lepers.
In Tristram he saw a dependable defender of 11is realm, yes,
even of his queen when Tristram reclaimed her from the Irish
harper to whom Mark's word of honor had reluctantly delivered
her.

This gentle king is true to the type of the Thomas branch

1. R.S.Loomis, op.cit., p.248.
2. Ibid., p.168.
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tr~m

is sent on a
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8.

r~d
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to lean over t
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,
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~

1

'=.thOID8.S

(S11CIl
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fo~eign

C1· he
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traer

as j(lc rk 's swor

t110

lover

~.mderstood

or T"sconei1Rble, have lost
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hears little of Trist

a

~:.inq;ls

the bride.
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e
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sL

a.lo

isode when Tris

S~,["-110,.

visory baror""
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3~aIlow

t:>""r~md

strEnd of hair

~hose
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ro~e

f

li1~e

another age.
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and others saw to thnt; and, incidentally, Thomas found little
interest therein.
But on the

~hole,

Thomas tells a well-inter,rated tale

showing Li.terary craftsmanship in selection, omission, and em
phasis to render his theme of courtly love as best he might in
accord with his country and his century.

homas was a lover of

life with its action; he was a student of the classics, for he
lmew of Dido who IIbrent herself when her lover departed;1I he
was an artist with an eye for fine arts of cities, and

~e

a poet who felt the natural charm of the orchard under

moon~

was

light and the forest grotto with its t-;eet fountain and who
understood the nature of the heart of ran rrhen it is most lov
ing.
Although Be'dier did not make

.1';:}e

of a certain extant laJ

of illarie de France, it merits attention as belonging to the
group of courtly trad.ition bec8."se of its ther.lc and because of
similar circumstance in which perhaps she and Thomas came by
the story of Tristan.

Very

~lardedly

a twentieth century trans

lator of Marie's states the possibility that the "Lays" of IvIarie
1

were written at the Court of Henry II.
Denis Pyramus, writing in the thirteenth century mentions
in a poem Dame Marie, the popularity of whose lays won for her
much praise among the nobles.
original; she explains:

Of course her stories are not

"I considered v.-ithin myself what fair

1. French rl;edj_s.vel Ronances, Translated by Eugene l.,'Iason, Intro.
p.IX, (New York, 192~).
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story in Latin or Romance I

co"\..~ld

turn into the COITU'j10n tongu.e.

Then I called to mind those Lays I had so often heard.
one, on many a day, the minstrel had chante n

So

of these she made songs as she lay sleepless in her bed and
brought them together in honor of her lImos t noble and courteous
King,

II

Henry II (vlhose illegitim2.te sister she is said to have

been).
~mong

these lays is one of Tristan and Ysonde, a pretty

idyll of coU'tly love, c8.11ed The Lay of th.e Honeysllckle with
its theme "of a love which passed all other love, of love from
whence came wondrous sorrow, and whereof they died togeth.er in
2
the self-same day.1I
Tristan no longer able to endure the pain
of separation in banishment, returned to Cornwall to look upon
Ysonde.

?entecost was at hand when King Mark y,/ould hold high

court at Tintagel.

Tristan,

~ho

had been in hiding among the

peasantry, placed a hazel wand, \7ith a writing and his name
carved upon it, upon the forest path, for the eyes of the queen
to see.

His

~eeting

and hazel-tree were

II

to her signified that as the honeysuckle

S0 sweetly lacea" and "taken in one close

embrace" thRt p2.rting Vlould mean death to both,
with them, Tristan and Isonde.
sa\'! the wand and read it aright.

a rest.

was the C8.se

SO

The queen, passing that way,
Her cave,lcade

H8.S

hal ted for

She took her faithful maid, Bringwaine, aside, and to

1. French Mediavel Romances, Translated by
logue p.I, (New York, 1924).
2. Ibid., p.102.

Eu~ene

Mason, Pro
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~n

gather they sought out Tristan

the wood where the lovers

once more had great joy for the hour.

As always, in sadness

they must part; he to return to Wales, his realm, and the Queen,
to the Court.

In memory of the happening, Tristan, so clever

at hs_rping "wrought a new lay.

tI

"Ooatleaf, men call this song in English.
Chevrefeuille it is named in French; "1
so Dame Marie tells her readers.

Gottfried von Strassburg
Gottfried von Strassburg, the famous mediaeval German poet,
composed a translation of

~honmsls

poem before 1210 and to him

"belongs the honor of haVing most adequately told the world's
2
greatest love tale."
V!hile Thomas was a true poet of superior
genius and literary skill, the German poet has been deemed
greater than he and a master of both the material, which he
understood with sympathy, and the language, with its imagery
and subtle meaning.
Like the Thomas version, Gottfried's is marked by the
three broad characteristics of that group of the tradition.
The poem is entirely independent of the Arthu.rian cycle; King
Mark is an honorable, upright man deceived through his very
virtues of love and confidence; and the effect of the love po

1. French Mediaeval Romances, op.cit., p.104.
2. The Story of Tristran and Iseult Rendered into
the Germ2n of Gottfried von Strassburg, ed.Jessie
I, Intro. p.IX, (London, 1910).
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tion endures even to dBath.
Arthur's neme is mentioned twice in similar references:

in which the poet describes the sojourn in the forest and
points out the superiority of that life for the lovers over
the joy at even Arthur's court.
Their love was their high feast, which brought
them a thousand times daily the joy of Arthurts
Round Table and the fellowship of his knights.
Vhat might they allir better? The man was with the
wOmP.n and the WOMan with the man, they had the
fell~Jship they ~ost desired, and were where they
fain would be.l
King Mark is a valiant monarch whose court had attracted
Rivalon, Tristram's father because of its courtesy.

The king

loved Tristram dearly and wanted him always at his side, from
the very first sight of the boy.

Mark was

~mwilling

to believe

ill of either 1seult or Tristan.
Gottfried is inclined to lay blame upon tark and scarcely
upon 1seul t for the dishonor of scandal and sl-:.ame, for Hark
chose to
love her.

be blind to her love for Tristan and continued to
lNhen the pas s ion of j es.lou.sy completely blinded him,

he sent the lovers hand in hand from his fellowship to love
as they pleased.

His tender love forbade him to punish then,

according to custom.

Willingly he receiVes

th~m

back again.

One continuator, Heinrich von Freiburg, even has the king who
had grieved both for his honor and his -::ife, quite consistent
ly say upon their death, when he knew from Tristan's man Kurwe

1. Jessie L.Weston, opocit., Vol.II, p.

~12.
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nal of the potion, that had he (the king) kno~~ before, he would
have given Iseult to Tristan.
The potion received delicate interpretation at the hands
of Gottfried.

Its power appears to be stronger than the bonds

of courtly love, for it is supernatural in its inception.

HIt

was not wine ••• but bitter pain and enduring sorrow of heart,
1
of which the twain at last lay dead." Brangoene said, "The
devil hath made sport of usJ"

The original tellers of this

tale regarded Tristran and Iseult as irresponsible victims of
Fa te.

Gottfried was a\'rare of that, but arrayed the thing in

courtly

ili~ess

for his age and race, politely civilized and

dominated by mysticism and

~onen-worship.

destroy the tragic element of conflict.

He did not utterly

~~onor

dreY, Tristan

back from Iseult when love stirred his heart at the siGht of
her.
the

At work, the element appears like courtly love in all
L.~sages

ascribed by the code in

'l~hOl:IaS

and above all in the

mystical symbolism of the love grotto glistening with crystal
and marble, richly begemmed and dedicated to the g00dess of
love.
Now Gottfried recognized the crux of the story.
t~e

He sensed

fatal element in the primitive tale; he adapted the potion

element to the taste of his century and station; but he was too
modern to accept personally the whole story.
tic remarks l1.pon how God could be duped

1. Jessie

L.~eston,

b~.'

He makes sarcas

the ordeal

op.cit., Vol.II, pp.S,9.

of the
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red-hot iron.

He ma.kes it clea.r the. t God perrnitted the nro

1

to

tr~

Moreover, he admonished virtuous Homen to fight

against their love and desire and preserve
children of Mother Eve vho herself lost Pa
her nerverse

n~ture.

His

dl

.'fomen are

•

ise because of

is skilfull, for it is so

rationalized as not to cheat nor offend.

e assures all:

"But the many fables Itl.en te,ll of him I cast to the winds; Ytis
2

toil and labor enow to record the truth. 11

After the manner

of his source, Thomas of Brita:Ln, Gottfried von Stras
:3

pprports to tell the story according to Breri;

while Gottfried

himself, was to inspire the minds of Ar-nold, SWinburne, and
-1
~agner,

six centuries beyond.

Character portrayal is prominent in
refined and charmin

is work.

The most

ntle-born hero in the whole tradition,

excent for one other who seems his very literarY descendant-
th8.t yout
is

t~i3

1 promise of a like nature in Spenser's Tristan,

?ristan of Gottfried's.

Fortlli18 appeared to smile upon

his every act so that the cou::."'tiers said he had the power of
sorcery to turn even evil into Kood ending.

He

d a loyal

love of family asking God's .blessing upon the tOvYers of Tinta
~el

and all the folk within when he first beheld his mother's

home.

It was God and not he alone who went forth to combat.

1. Jessie L.Weston, op.cit., Vol.II, p.85.
2.
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Tender he was tOY-lard Ise1.11 t the maiden, so sorrowful to leave
her kin and go to Merk.

Gallant in speech, he named the royal

ladies "the fairest lights in the world, Iseult, the sun; the
1

queen, the fair dmm; and Bran!30ene, the stately moon."
the beginni

he was uark's all-sufficins friend.

tiers he was generous, facing danger alone.

In

To the cour

As he restored

Iseult TIhen the Irish harper had made off with her, they, finer
lovers, did not tarry in the forest.
he could be.

But righteously inrlignant

"Out to hell with theeJ" he hurled at the lying

dwar.f, II/Ielot, ·who pretended a message from Iseult.

It is the

intellectual Tristan 'iJith love of music, vlisdom from books,
flashing wit, and

~8nerous

motives that charms a LodeI'll. reader

as no bragging, warring Pictish hero conld.

Royal bear:i.ng, rich

dress, and comely features Gottfried gave both the lovers.

Far

from types, they stamp themselves in memory, he the fearless
prince, tossing baclr his flowing bro'.m curls, above the head
of the lovely spirited princess, the gleam of whose gold circlet
is lost in her shining locks.

Throu~hout

there is that wealth

of picturesque detail of dress, structure, and landscape that
marks the poem with a rich color like cathedral windows of that
age.

In the se two foreign redactions of the legend

C6.n

be re

cognized the rich heritage of the twelfth century coming primar
ily from France.

1. Jessie L.Weston, op.cit., Vol.II, p.99.

,t6
C'. •

0,)11'

In the, Horth

d about 1300 (what

a parallel of the Gottfried translation)
rnyme, retold

j ir

hi

~d

free

go

n~rrat~on,

d no

isr.J

the I e~end

a~a

-,-to

It i

oeen termed

3

ct version of

instrel, proud of

.~.

'te ballad-like in ita :f

directly fo

yit

osopl1.y Whateve-

uc~

1::,

motional

0

he transi tiona are so

c

suaden

rity results,

a1)CllenC9 wa

111ar with the story and listened to an olel

tale.

1s indication

at tne

thor of this Sir Tristrem is retzarded

chief

t~p

tr~ere

Uida~e

1ish poets

Three stanzas allude to one
story.

tl101.1:~h

lIT}-.oms.s

II

28

on

on

his

as tlle an thori ty 1·0

The opening stanza elso refers to Erceldoune as tne

place in which the narl'a.tor had ha.d an interview wi tb. "Thoma.s.
T~lis

name if' assoc 113.ted with Tl"'lc maa Rhymer \";[ho was reQ:arde

as ooth poet and prophet of the day.

The pop"

1201'

mind he.lC1

8.

belief that the Rhvmer had s"Oent a period of time in fa
land.

The name l'Thomas" also called up an association with

Thomas of Britain, the Anglo
turv.

HOl~man.

Doet of the

nreV10US

cen

The available evidence as to authorship of Sir Tristrem
1

.18.8

not r er..10v ea. t

11e

qnestion

be~rond

The kniJ2:hts wear"birnias,
and ~re

woeful at

If

controversy.

pay thei:r' gambling debts with
t~e

thOllJ!ht of losinp; th.ei

.JcNeill, for the Scottish Text

II
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"bairns Ii because of the giants.

So the author's country is

localized for us by the language of the north of England and

the south of Scotland toward the close of the thirteenth cen
tury.

Tristram's father is from "Ermonie. tr

Kark is king of

England.
The minstrel says:
The tale to all men dear
Let each man praise at end
Of a prince proud in play 1
"~ho se fame had waxen wide.
2

Here is Sir Tri s trem ••• "who always was lord of courte sie It
Ysonde with

11

snow-whi te and blood-red cheeks.

and

The chief char

tr

acters are merely labelled as stock types of a fair queen and
courteous knight.

~here

1s no development of character.

Sir

Tristrem with all his early moral instruction and religious
prayer before battle and knowledge of old and new laws, is a
clever trickster, dealing cards to his advantage when playing
with .Norse merchants and duping Mark ruthlessly.
prince in play'; he is a German or Celtic hero.
the poetically fair face, is not conVincing.

As "the proud
Ysonde, but for

She is a plotter,

and. is passionate in her attitude toward Brengwain, the serving

maid.

Brengwain is really resourceful in saving her own head

from the nmrderers, hired by her mistress, and loyal and true
to Ysonde.

Mark is a most credulous person more fearful of his
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1y dignity the.n pRssionate in his love for' his queen.
wil1in~

than

Tristrem

More

to aDpreciate and not vindictive, he allows Sir

d Ysonde to

end their banishment together.

The general plan follolHs Thomas, but the me,nuscript leaves
off with Tristrem, IT£rried to Ysonde of the

ite Hands, but

planning to build a bower for Ysonde, the Queen, and Brengwain,
in Brittany.

Centuries later Sir Walter Scott edited this ver

sion.
Into the fEbric of this romance are woven such features as

six giants overcome during Sir Tristrem I S career; a hor se
which bore home the lifeless body of

T~istrenl's

father,

Rolan~

who had killed three hundred men in a ra10.; a dragon whose
fire b1Jrnt mete.l and stone; Hodain, Tristrem's dog, li'lhich was
also bound in love by lapping of the love rotion; Peti tcre'.7e,
the red, green, and blue dog, which Tristr'em sent from Wales to
his

II

s''7eet queen, II -:':-sonde.
Of course, the love element is ronlantic.

Blanchefleur,

mother of Tristrem, was over".-;,rhelmed with a IIsudden love,
mac;ic, for Roland, Which brought her to shame.

II

like

The potion,

which Brenguain unwittingly offered to the weary oarSDlen and
Ysonde after the storm at sea, wrour;ht its havoc.
Each heart tt.ere found its twain until their dying day.
Thereof were they full fain,
Together must abide
1
In joy, and eke in pain.

ens Hewly Ren
y and References
• .L670 ana 11.
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The bonds could not be broken by man, nor could any clerk ex
plain this true love's secret.

However, the joy they hoped

for was but a dream which went astray, for doubts arose between
the lovers.

None of the ecstasy, none of the tragedy is awaken

ed by this abrupt account of the aWful fate of Sir Tristrem
and the fair Ysonde.

The Norse Saga
The Norse Saga of Tristram and Isond is a vlord-for-word
translation of Thomas's poem.

In 1226 it

w~s

faithfully ren

dered by Brother Robert for King Us.akon of norway, 'who was in
terested in Anglo-Norman culture.
three

distin~~ishing

Naturally, it shows the

features of the Thomas branch of the Tris

tan tradition.

La Folie Tristan
The two La Folie Tristan's are short French poems one of
which, the Oxford version, is the work of an

Anglo-Norn~n'poet

of the last quarter of the twelfth century and the other (the
Berne version) is the creation of a poet of North-Eastern France
and is considered of the early part of the thirteenth century.
The Oxford manuscript is considered based upon Thomas while the
/

Berne manuscript suggests close relation to Beroul.

It was, of

course, the former which was required in J. Bedier's reconstruc
tion of Thomas of Britain's poem.
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·The accounts are sirnilar and record an episode of Tris
tan's return to King Mark's court in the disgtl1se of a mad
fool.

In this feif~ed madness he gains an audience before the

royal pair before whom he relates the real events in his life
beginning with the love potion.

He is not recognized.

departs to ride at falconry and the Queen retires.
reco~1izes

who is sent to fetch the fool,

and feet, and she begs forgiveness

~hich

Mark

Bra~gwain,

Tristan by his hands

Tristan grants freely.

Isolde is not convinced of his identity until she sees the joy
of Tristan's little brachet,

Husdai~which

had been in her

keeping since the return from the forest.

La Tavola Ritonda

0

L'Istorie de Tristan

The prose Tristan is considered the chief s11bstance of
the (prose) La Tavola Ritonda

0

L'Istorie de Tristan whiCh

probably is a very late thirteenth century product needed to
reconstruct the poem of Thomas.

Part II
The Tristnn Legend in English Arthurian Romance
Chapter III
The Books of Sir Tristram
1e Morte Darthur--Sir Thomas j:ialory
The great popularity which the story of Tristan and
Iseul t won during the Liddle

!~ges

perhaps surpassed that of
1

any branch of the matiere de Bretagne.

The numerous literary

references prove that there was both deep interest in and under
standing of the story.

Perhaps the nost ancient allusions are

those found among the Provengal troubadours who, like the French
v~iters,

were concerned with the degree of attachment of the

lovers whose names are placed beside those of the great lovers
2

of all times, and not with the circumstances of the story.
erence to the " p hiltre d'amour" is the most frequent.

Ref

Spanish,

Italian, and German literature bear evidence of the influence
of the story.

The popularity of the Tristan romances also can

be seen reflected in the use made of them in the decorative

1. J.D.Bruce, on.cit., Vol.I, p.163, note 13.
2. Leopold SUdre, ilLes AJ-lusions
lao Legende de Tristan Dans
Ia Litterature du Moyen A@;e", Romania, Vol.XV, pp.534f. (Oct.1886).

a.

(51)
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1

arts In the principal countries of Europe.
In the fourteenth century three English poets, Chaucer,
Gower, and Lydgate gav.e recognition to the traditional lovers.
Lydgate placed Isolt in his Temple of Glass; Chaucer in his
prologue to 'ihe Legend of Good l;'Jomen uses her as a foil to the
beauty of the fair woman who is the immeoiate subject of his
dream; and Gower in his Confessio Amantis
drunkeness fl by citing the ex

e~horts

ainst "love

e of Tristram TIho was love drunk

2

with Bele Ysolde.
3

'Tristram had become also a figure of popular ballad.

He

is one of four knights to make good his "brag ll at the court of
Cornwall where Arthur h8.d gone to see a Round Table said by
Guenever to be superior to his O\vn.
in~

The king succeeds in kill-

his rival; and Tristram, in rending Cornwall's horn !I up to

the midst" by means of a pO'wder fut'nished him
Cornish ruler's.

This ballad in

eig~ht

relation to the eleventb century c '

b~\~

a friend of the

parts, bearing a close

on de geste, is preserved

in a badly naltilated manuscript.

1. J.D.Bruce, op.cit., Vol.I; p.104, note 13. Twenty-six plates
of the tiles from Chertsey Abbey, which are said to be !Iboth
the earliest (circa 1270) and the finest specimens of decor
ative illustrations drawn from the Tristen romances ff are lJsed
in the Romance of Tristram and Ysolt by Thomas of Britain
Translated from the Old French and Old UOI'se by Roger Sherman
Loomis, (New York, 1931).
2. Sir Tristrem, ed.George P.McNeill, op.cit., Intra. p.XX,
(Edinburgh and London, 1886).
3. "King Arthur and King Cornwall", in Ballad 1/30 in English
and Scottish popular Ballads, Students Cambridge Edition, ed.
Helen Child Sargent ~nd George L. Kittredge, pp.49-54, (Cam
bridge, 1904).
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However, it was not until abcut two centuries after the
appearance of the earliest dated prose manuscript (1278) that
the tradition of Tristan was to have a place in an important 1
_.~-.

Engli sh Ii te::eary prOdl..l.C tion.

In hi s Le !';;qrte Darthur (1469)

a prose romance of King Arthur, Sir Thomas Malory compiled the
ro~ances

of many individual heroes in order to portray a great

spectacle of chivalry.
a civilization.
desired to print.

He

This was

h~s,

after a fashion, synthesized

~lite

the thing that

~illiam

Caxton

In his preface he states that he had been

besought by '[divers gentlemon'l to print the history of King
Arthur (of whose existence Caxton g:Lves S1.1.bstantia1 proof)
since he was not only among the nine wort:'lies bnt also "a man
2

born within this realm, and kine; and emperor of the same.

1I

The lack of literary records of this Christian king in E
land, where he had won surprisingly little renown as compared
with that accorded him on the continent as attested to by many
noble ro oks in £i'rench, was now to be supplied by the timely
appearance of a copy which Sir Thomas
French and reduced into English.
indoctrinate the principles of

~alory

had taken out of

It answered Caxton's want to

chivalr~

and so lead his genera

tion by presenting the noble acts of King Arthur of Britain and
his Imights, Y!hose deeds \"!ere to be held in me:rnory and to be
emulated for their virtue.

At the same time Caxton stated that

1. Printed first in 1485. Le fuorte Darthur by Sir Thomas IJalory
Vol.I, p.VII, (NeTI York, 1926).
2.Ibid., Vol.I, Preface, p.l.
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volume would afford pleasant pastime, but for the truth of
entire context, he could not assume the responsibility.
Writer and printer were of one accord to hold in memor~ the
glories of a departed syBtem of civilization and point this
1
way to a life of rlgood and honest acts. 1I
To understand

~alory's

purpose with intelligent apprecia

tion demands an analysis of the construction of his massive
work.

The central story of the fortunes of Arthur has running

through it the idea of fatality which threatens the king from
the first an,d reaches its realization in his destrnction brought
2
about through two factors.
For the sin of incest, of which
the hero wss unconsciously
guilty love

bet~een

~,ilty,

he must suffer defeat.

his queen and his greatest knight Lancelot,

corrupts the court and brings dissension am
support either the

The

]dn~

or Sir Lancelot.

the lmights who

Mordred, the offspring

or Arthur and his sister, becomes the fa tal

instr'~ment,

seiZing

the opport1.l!li ty to lead an org£mized rebellion against Arthur

and holding his queen, and so bringing about the dODnfQll of
the king.
A great mass of subordinate romances surrounds this politi

1. Books VIII, IX, and X are attributed to the French prose
Romance of Tristan assit~ed to the fictitious Luce de Gast.
Cnanters 21-28 of Book X derived from the French Prophecies
of Merlin. Books XI and XII are mainly dra«~ from Lancelot,
sources of the last three chapteT's of 300k XII are diffi
cult to identify, ~ccording to the Dictionary of National
Bio~~anhY, Vol. XII, p.883.
2. John S. Harrison, The Vital Interpretation of English Lit
erature, pp.209-2l7, (IncUana.olis, 1928).

om;
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cal center of King Arthur at his court, each of which is used
as an episode either to further the plot, as the Grail quest
romance, which serves as a rebuke to the worldly character of
Arthur's plan, and the Lancelot-Guinevere story, which serves
as a check to the king's power in disrupting the order itself
by division; or to \,iden the scope of the grent spectacle with

episodes at court, which picture the social aspect of chivalry;
and those of the various kinds of individual

adventL~es

lead

ing out from the court; such as, quests granted as boons, or
mere adventure for its very love, expulsions for evil deeds,
or as the outgrowth of a court celebration.
However, one rival romance is so nearly parallel as to
resist being brought into close connection With the central
theme and so remains an intrusion because of the similar nature
of the rel[ttinns of its main characters.

In the romance of

Sir Tristram and La Beale Isoud there is the court of King
Mark of Cornwall.

Mark's

the king's own nephew.

q~een

is the object of the love of

The driving force of this secondary

romance is beyond the sphere of Arthur's influence, and the
story thus remains an almost unrelated element except for the
knighting at Arthur's court of Sir Tristram which mechanically
ties it to the main Oody.

It is not strange that Malory miss

ed the significance. of the old Celtic story coming to him as
it did in a source so far removed from even the primitive poem.
No amount of mechanical interlacing of the numerous adventures
of Tristram with those of Arthurfs knights could bring the story
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into real relation.
1

Another analysis

of Malory's design sets forth his

purpose to present the controlling interests of the fuiddle
Ages, love, crar, and

reli~ion,

in their ideal s

tr7)T and

their actual conflict ending in the ultimate destruction of
the ideals of the protagonist, Sir Launcelot.

This Malory

did through bis use of the story of the rise and fall of
c~valry.

Each of the three

ightly loyalties has its ex

ronent, who, almost wholly ignoring the claims of the other
two loyalties, exe.lts one loyalty to its excess and his o\'m
failure.

ecome-

In this analysis Tristr

e chief ex

ponent of loyalty to his lady; Galahad, of loyalty to God;
Gaytain, of loyal t;;- to the king; while Launcelot as the perfeet knight in the conflict of these loyalties loses his i
deals.

l."!ii th

1migl~tly

No one can say

ilmesure II Launcelot rmed not have failed.

t~:"f ~~

those elements are not to be found

in the great IIfatras ll of ~.=:.lloryrs source.

AftOI'

aD

ice age

what of geological interest cunnot be found in a terminal mor
aine?

So with this synthesis of chivalric tradition.

It is

harder, perhaps, to discover the creator's arrangement than to
recogniz e the eler::ents.

Malory, if ::;~.:gEme VinEver T s

taking study of sources has establ"
e;reat "blocH of story.
did may not easily be

Just
detel'T~1iPed

1e

2

pains

d a fact, took over a
qu.a:L~

.•

re and as he

with certitude.

1. Vida D.Scudder, Le fuorte Darthur of Sir
Sources, pp.185-186, (New York, 1921).
2.Eug~ne Vinaver, op.cit., pp.14-l6 (Paris, 1925).

Its
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is more recent (than Vida D.

Scud~er's)

atatement of

ialol"'y's intention an.o
moral svmbol as
f~talitv

to

as a great national figl1re, in a dra:ma of

~ell

in which his overthrow

w~s

rreci-itated by the desire

gr&stnesB above divine

~lace ht~n

owed forth moral worth

a~ chiv~lrv.

pOlation in the book wh;ch f&115 into

thus I,:a J.or'r

Tristan i9 an inter
t~o

p~rts;

the arama

0

Round Table and the drama of' Tristan in which latter nal't

'I. he

original

ea, even to t

r("o deve

the chlve.lric element

to the co

~ons

and the a.dv

thO'l

ion, aoes

iva a

mit tendenc

ices what

mons sc:.J.o

oninion

rlG'dievale, 1e dratne de Tr~s

at

,t

To up

e. If
e art

iate

matter or source
""as mOl'e

an a.

.• 1',

re

inl'l

t

est, sous

redac~or

0&

1
tOl1'tes

vre.1, 113

ses

DltlS

e

ry one os.. 'not In:no

ra:r..slator,

faith""u

1

of what has been demonstrated t
s"tor

d probob
ried

II

~hicn co~tai

nda1ls t

y

1

i'

wni

be the sources of his Trist
IfFrenB she Book.
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s

es, Ie 01n,s

r-s tcutes

vlv8nt et 1

version

--inaver 's op

Idea of its creatoL,

ve~y com~lete

fualorv1s redactio

'- • B

ar

eme.~

to that story re. ther t:lan the Arthuriade pI'oper,

ver is

forTi:

of

rlOlnt

e

stor7, in

t

SUPpl'

i~

~re&tness;

tl:.e entire

l{alor~r

1. ~1ge~e Vinaver, op.cit., pp.20,21.

h

.finn. a

versio ...

Tt

0

'1;2'.16
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Wnat compromises that account in Malory includes:

Book

VIII, entirely devoted to Tristram; Book LX, including the
story of La Cote Male Taile; Book X, being its climax in
which Tristram is made a member of Arthur's great order; and
including the s tory of Alisander le Orphel-in; and the la st
four chapters of Book XII, leaving off with the lovers at
Joyous Gard. Vinaver missed his aim, but he did find that
three French manuscripts MS. 103 (end of 15th century);
334; and

.'

MS. 99 (dated 1463) used in the Bibliotheque Nationale,

used in that order, do give the very construction of Malory's
work.

The English "Harte contains t}'lree elements which can be

reconstructed in to a single "bloc" by fai thflJ.l reproduc tion
of these three manuscripts.

Vinaver hypothecates a single

version which exists now only in its vest.iges and which was
the common source for the

En~lish

'\"[ri tel' and these manuscripts.

The original was Maloryt s "Frensshe Booke:" unless he lmew
three distine·t texts (not these identical ones, as 103'is
dated too late for t.1alory's use) and copied. them, carefully
concealing his "soldering."

Becau.se of the remarkable agree

ment of Le I'florte Darthur and these r:T8.nuscripts, the first
1
hypothesis seems the more acceptable to E.Vinaver.
Although
Sir Thomas had all of this prearranged material at hand, the
fact would not be to the disparagement of h-is great achieve
ment, for even if he did copy the material blindly, he breath

,

1. Eugene Vinaver, op.cit., p.86.
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ed into it a unifying sDirit both in purpose and atmosphere
and did much more besides for the ronance in prose.
It was from a version of the Prose Romance, itself de
rived from some intermediary source, and not from the primi
tive poem,. v6ich I..: alory derived.

The primitive poem had the

same serenity of the great epics and it progressed from step
to step in an inevitable, clear order.

The action of the

love philtre was the significant central theme.
romance had degenerated by the time of Malory.

The prose
In the period

of transition from the epic to romance Chretien de Troyes had
had both the "mati~re" and the "sensu from hlarie de France, he
tells us in his introduction to the romance of Lancelot.

These

elements had been one ana the same thing in Triste.n and the
Chanson de Roland, the two great creations of the twelfth century,

=

but the adventure element had gro.vn to such disportionate mass
that the ......----
idea was completely overshadowed.

Tristan,. no longer

an isolated fif,ure, had become one of a company of knights.
After the point of his marriage and the return to Cornwall
many interpolations had been added.

The central theme had. lost

its significance for the belief in Irsortilege" (rob.gic) w[;.s no
longer held.

The prose author has Tristan, for pure love of

adventure, undertake to supplant Sir Palamedes, not that love
of Iseut inspired him.

That love for Iseut became a banale

affair, one of several, with nothing to distinguish it.

The

sublimity and SiTIlplicity gave way to the gratification of the
new taste of the age, tangible adventures to replace the maglC.
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Out of the mass of na.rratives t:alory Vias able to
an artistic whole, for a psychological tendency in his
dr~i\!S

the matter toa:ether.

Cl>ec~te
~ork

F:!.rst he reduced the matter of his

source one-sixth in condensi

it.

by onitting unnamed rlcheva.liers

II

The characters he reduces

and rldemoiselles.

II

lQames

of persons already introduce.;c, replace nameless characters in
the

paJt~ts

sons.

they play, and he promptly identifies diaszuised per

tie reduces two situations at a single scene to one; he

simplifies the number of meetings, departures, and separations
between court intervals.
same event.

He

combines

hiO

discourses at the

Appreciation of this craft can be seen only by

compa.rison with the mass which he welded together.

In the second place W-alory enmhasized
sentiment, the rl sens • II

throu~~cut t~e

Chre'tien de Troyes had already combined

the elements of t216 ohilosophy of courtly love and the accoun
on

~ec~nds.

basic fusior-.
ment.

He created the Arthurian romffilce upon this

Malory did not hesitate to stress the one ele

Vinaver points out

ian tales:

~vo

sv.mbolic exnressions in the Artn

Gawain, the knieht of chivalric glory and of love

of adventure, and Launcelot, the perfect kl1.ight and lover.

Be

tween adventure and sentiment ii1alory choes sentiment and made
Launcelot his hero.

¥f!ten Launcelot is not the hero of the story

as in the book of Tristram, then it is Tristrrum whom he makes
the equal of Launcelot.
Malory's position in relation to
Tristan is one of ines

le \'10rth.

he literary tradition of

till a surtout ete un inter

:31

entre deux civilic:l

; i1

"'e Ie

toutes les deux, sans portel' attei::1te a aucl.-

lui seul s'est

able t~che

e

de

ssimi.Ler
~'e11e", •.•

faire revivre

Q&nS

1

la lang"le anglais€ Ie plus belle legende du moyen ar=.e
It ':;ras an auspicious corCFI'l'ence of events

thurian tradition

f

the ea.rlv formation of Entdish pl:'ose

ad flowel"ed L./) t

romfLnce 17

pro~res~.

uas in

To

su

b~

d

t:le she.

curl'enC~T

t

C01Jld l!ot nave been so caron
bod~r

of the antil'e

i .. '

is of

e

s~10uld

the versions of the Frenc.

st0ry TIith the

Arth~riade,

by the Bretons

mi~lt

that the :.7Glsh triaCi.
~alory

s cho la,l' S ;

pea

y
be..

.&'ore.

ce

3

If

roup had not associ8ted the Tristan

the rarest of all the

have perished.
fOflJ:ilS

b;T

of eve

oBde accessible t
h~6

e story of

Ull~U.tU.., e

eraa.l

at island from which it

brcis.dly.

ion

in the Fronch tongne or...ly.

Sir La'u,-celot 'uould have be-en read in

01

_e l"re1:.ch

elfth

'i:;i1e tradi t:Lon

the French tongue a

il}S,

b'l

v

in a period nhen a revival of interest in

should fa

b

tr~t

,.1.."'

fOl'

ld

ends :r

It is sC3l'cel;r to be thou.llht

o.f Tristan -·,rould have evc.r spread

retrieved for rnr,land mnch that was na.tive to

her blood and shaped a national epic with the king of
as Laro.

So

concis~ly

his task, that his

,

~r d

ann

~ork

is

e

st of

1. Eup;ene Vin:?vGl"', op.cit., p.lb2.

or

e reaD c tions

eve
e
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tradition

~hich

has served as the fo

as for the Trist

sto

proper, Spenser,

--all derive

Ene' Ten..'1Y

d for manynri tors;

old, Swinburne,

om that l'

ce

01'

the ancient

love story.
e 'theme of love, the
t:nat one of the three

diatin~ishing

controllin~

feature, treatea as

forms of the KiddIe Ages

cakes of Books VIII-X of Le Morte De.rthur the "=a.aeant of RoJY£TI

tic Love.

II

It is the p:ro'i1inc: cult of \'lOman-Wor ship which

is expounded as the factor in the chivalric ideal of life.

tiere

·d.n

,'ects of
s the
iOffed rJit
tOllch of

o.d them,
from ve.r
e kidthe eternal lover that our interest centers

It is in Trist

any deeds of knightly valor he does.

no matter

Tristram the hunter and

\'ii th

II

is still a primitive per-

iP:htlyacco11treIr.6nts.

son for all of hie
he becomes

~~rper

In a ,jealous rage

woo d" and. in this cad plight lives for months

her'dsmei.>..

is coarse a.nd violent

TIell and going naked

~hrough

sousin~

Daf,onet in a

the forest when lured by music.

\

He strikes off the head of Sir B1'enl'\ar's lE..dv whose lord held
to a vile custom of Dis castle.

T~cn

again overcome with shame

l?t being naked in the chapel, I;ialor:r hus him leap on to the

1. Vida D.Scudd.er, op.cit., pp.227-228.
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cracs belon.
han~,

stran~91y

inconsistent.

is Launcelot's ueer for c

~e

kni . t

e is

On the otner

tesv, the epitome of

e

ad.

La Beale reoud lS.cl:s ree.li tv.

exa.mple, a

incesa, clever with ruses, warm-hearted,

e Lei

and brave.

In

a.fter the s

~alory

she 1

fashion

0

'onls1 ve c

She was in Gottfried, for

and loves

li~.htl:!

is

ISOl.ld is not without a certain im

umour falsely reported Tristram

de~

•

Eecr}: comes upon her in her garden about to take her ovm life by
falling l.lpOn a

Before he confines her

~ord.

entreats him for mercy, say

, ••• lIhe was

TJ.l

towex' ,
first

lO~le

e

and

1

he shall be my last.1/

While both

Tr~s

am

rer'med as l,la

more polisbe

t

,

for that was in the first Doem;

cconnt,

the traditior,

neither character is at its finest

are superior in that

d Isoud grow

en so, in Cornwall they

compan~.

The setting in Cornvlall is

If

a rsp:ion of wild livina: lI and

~

"evil customs. II
Cl1anl't'4

Here conrtly love ha.s a ref in .

pnetite into semtiment.

Liment should have gr

nce

In Arthur's court the sen

into purity but the Oll.teame of tue

courtly love theme would have been recognized at once there

as the destructive force to the Order.
greenwood tree we come
ing, after the true

1. Sir
2. Vi

Fre

ntly

er a

on one of these solitary lovers groan-

cOl...lY'tl~r

manner, for the love of a haughty

lalory., op.cit., Vol.I, Book IX, G
der, opocit., p.lS?

'. XIX, p.o29.
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Epinegris, La.morak, rllis

lady:

Palonldes, even
.,
1
lQea
__ love.

VUllCcelot is their

~

Difltinctive among the 10

:1 amonr!l

"rit~out

a c

BeaL"

19rim are the principa
~adan

'l'ne

!:elia.~.unce.

elder Iv

Sir

Cote Lal Tai18,

1',

that in the ma tcll 1 t 7.ras

t

Tristram 'ill

Love

prov~d

leaSU1'6

religion, a
ies

his criticism is redvced. to a
Tristram told La Beale Isoud

e

~as

it to be

remarked

e lover thl?, t \'las "we l1- sued,.

In

!I

teenth century !'ome.nces

Dinadan develoned a criticism

all

Alice L

a fo:l; not even for
service.

of the later fourteenth

love, of war,

is not

d Epinegl'ls, the lover,

at a fall.

wnose

in a love id:Tll in its01f.

Isoud, fairest of women, Doula ne

delivered. fr

LaMOra~

Alisander Ie Ornhelin a

1s no lover at all,

¥rl1en hi s en.em

is

with Arthur's siste... ,

c touch.

c-ona.i tion of v

u

ainst all
t

a.sk

aidens.
sin~le
~av/

ivalric ideals of
one

b~e~sing,

to

In Le .. ~_ - ~ •.

_

!land then Sir

comment:

Sir Dtnadan held as;t;sinst all

1

lovel's ••• "
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Palomides is the best eX£lnrple of a cOl.utly lover

snends his days in the hopeles s service of his lady, La

Beale Isoud.

Emotions tear I'l:is heart bet·..leen

aoor[~.tion

for

his lad:¥' an.d love for hi-a riyal, Sir T:c'istram.

Repeatedly he

pr~ises

~is

her and attributes all his "worship" to

love for

her.

lIe courtly love is t

1. Sir Thonas

~alor~,

Ina

dominates the bo

of

op.cit., Vol.II, Book X, Chap.LVI, p.65.
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ory, successtve sex relations and the attitud
are 'to be seen.

en

In the early epochs woman was me!'

e""

a relic oJ: that remains in the accOlmt of

-;ife.

'l'riatralll had no rig::1t to ride to her reSCFe l..'hilEl

husband V'las also DreBent at court.

lation is upheld in the ennobling id:a.l of
Cl"1lX

~Jich

transfor~med

irto

~ere

the

e versiono.

world

\/hich the

e
C1.1._

prOBe romance.

el.a'tion

affection, to

~s

to e.cco:r'(l wi tL

be sure glorified, as best Lalory could d.O

en

lev",.

the external aspects of

Tra.mtr:i.st dwel

e..LVJs.~'

irresistible DaSB10n was

In Le "Korte Darthur the

H~

,'Vi thin

im.i:; i ve ')oer- i

:r.laterial symbol of

l a7 of

love.

CCiUl'tly

distiuRUiShes

magic, of ti1.e

p

The h.1g.nes't re

of the action of the potio

ena of love

n sorcellerie,"

fl

of the matter of tile Tristram romance is

the interpretrti

central

lord and

J:l

Then there is the

selise" above the idea of woman as rlere loot.

The

.,

the Iri

t

e

'l'1'i 5 tram di

J~se

7! Isoud' s

"1

gery, he "cast great love Ii to her, and "she

fan to hav

1

a gre.,;
\'1811.

II

fantB3Y unto him,lf

t~en

grew to love him

lI

a tleale Is oud ar1ned :Jim ha.ndsorr.ely to jou,

pass ing
in a tou:r

nament for her sake after Which she made him ur;ood cheer."

.Tnen he returned to Cornwall, his lady
said that for sever:. years she wOl;.ld

nOil

lane~ted

be marrl.e

Tris tr aT;11 s consent and approval of the lord.

1.

Thom

ory, op.cit., Vol.I,

nolefully

He in turn,

ok VIII, Chap.IX, n.250.
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swore to be her good lmight ah18.ys, and. they gave each a
rirw: to the other.
ion who had fOl

Upon his return to Ireland as the champ

t for Isoud's sake and had defended ber

father, King Anvlish, when a.ppelled to t.rthur' s court for
murder, Malory tells, IIEut the jar that La Beale Isoud made
of Sir Tristram there might no tongue tell, for of all men
1
earthly she loved him most.!I
After Tristram's return from
Bri t tany,

I~ralory

records:

!land to tell the joys that nere be

tnixt La Beale Isoud and Sir Tristram, there is no ton~e can
2
tell it, nor heart think it, nor pen write it. B
As a boon
Tristram might have had the princess in
~sked

l'r1.SW:€!,

but he

for her to be King Mark's bride as his uncle had bade

him do.

It was only ql:l5.te incidental:'y the.t '.l'ristrarn and

Isoud drink from the flacket of f!;old..
was in their bodies,

the~r

"But b;r that their drink

loved each other so well tr:a t never

their love depar ted for Vleal nei t'oer for woe, and thus it
happed the love first betv'lixt Sir Tristram and La Be.a1e Isoud,
3
B
the \'7hich love never departed the d3.Js of the 11" 1
Here,
to begin With, is

s~ontaneous

human

ection making the po

tion almost s1.werflu01.'S, and 8. fSl)ise of courtly love, but
utter lack of passion, or true acceptance of a fate sealed by
a super::1at'.. :tral spell.

men tion.

The potion is dismissed with its first

In short IYle.lory had a tale outg.rown for his har dling.

1. Sir Thomas Malory, op.cit., VaLl, Book VIII, Chap. IX, p.B?l ..
2. Ibid., Book IX, Chap. XVI, p.323
3. Ibid., Book VIII, Chap.XXIV, p.273
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fI

/

/

/

,

II nla pas ete donne aux eternals
,

/

survivre a 11 eT.

fut rompu; leur ombre

Cornoua~lle
//

Bsante

e

-ts de

i 1es avaits crees.

disparurent et ils

de

Le charme

t dans 1 1

£'Isser

1

"

Incon

There is ncthi
left.

of the tragic conflict of the archetype

ristan had to choose between loyalty to hi

kinlZ and the love fer Iso1 t; yet he
because of tile
there re- .
q',:' een, his

of Drowess

rsed cup.

W2_S

'ncle and

powerless to ctloose

In the prose romance and Ma..Lory,

no tragic confl:tct.

Tristram is loyal to the

lady, and no one can bla:me him, for he is tithe ideal
loyalty."

He is enemy to the king, but no op

probrium attaches to that fact, for Mark was regarded as

my to all good lO1ights ll since for

~e

sness of his aueen

t of his country. II

Oll

tra~tor,

is made ridiculous, fall"

d as a

Ki

a liar, and a murderer.

from h'

meal and flchased" through the vwod by
Isoud is

ene 

2

he hath chased him (Tristram)
is so debased as a coward, a

II.~ ealOl.

1I

LiS.

orse 1:'

a bag of

et.

Since La Beale

their relationship is

regarded as a pity, so lUl8venlv matched were th
The culmination of
"ghting of Sir

the

j~tereBt

Tristra~.

in Malory's version is with

He is a Carnlo

~

1-. .... ...

'"'Ht but a

rare one and most loved of all by Lancelot so that for his

many noble deeds his greatest ambition is realized in the re

,

1. Eugene Vinaver, op.cit., p.128.

2. Sir Thomas Malory, op.cit., Vol.I, Book X, Chap. VIII,
p.382.
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ward

or

membership in the Order

mony was celebrated with

or

the Round Table.

no bley and great fe>ast."

!I

thur asks a boon, that Sir

Trist~am

I

The cere
King Ar

at his court.

Sir

Tristram, honored for kriRhtly prO\'less and great craft in hunt
t.~e.rhaus' s

ing, is given Sir

former sea.t.

The eagernes s of the

King, the loud acclaim of the queen, ladies, and damosels, the
high praise is almost fantastic

~1

Gr of the primitive poem, who kn

eter.

lover,

o

178

its travagance to the readtha.t older Tristram, as the

in hand with Isolt out from the

Cornish King's court into banishment for lovels sake.
point in the primitive poem the interest reach

At that

its hei,l;tht.

In death, Tristram in the primitive poem breathes hi
last with Isolt's name on his lips.

In a late thirteenth cen

tury prose version he bids farewell relu.ctantly to chivalry
and

whispers limy sword. 11

In Malory he is slain treacherously

by Iiark while he (Tristram) is harping before 1a Beale Isoud.
2

It is mentioned as a parenthetical rema.rk

in another account

long after the main story of Tristrrun is closed.
That Malory had never

Dvm

alone could bring release to t

the significance of death which
suffering lovers, was due to

his knowledge of the prose romance a
have added, "whereof vms great pity.

6,

or else he would never

11

Malory did not wholly understand

d could not personally

1. Sir Thomas Ilalory, op.cit., Vol.I, Book X, Chap. VI, pp.
375-380.
2. Ibid., Vol.II, Book XIX, Chap.XI, p.33u.
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l'..ave supported the relationship between Tristrwu 2nd Isol t;
honever, he attempted to justify their relations with the
chiv

ic ideal.

Even Sir Perceval Justifies 'l'ristram to

King Mark, saying that Tristram might love the Queen sinle
for she was one of the fairest ladies in the
great beautv in the

~T

ins~ire

~orld.

urely

to

hit.

ort;hv dee

ill

Tristral:l excused himself for the wedding of I soud la Blanche
Lains in ',71'i ting to I,auncelot, "as he

VJf:,S

a true knight he
1

had neVGr ado fleshly wi th Isaud Is. Blanche Mains.

II

excuses

es often cO

case with the eenerAlization that 1

t~e

pel naen to ms.rry them by sorcery, and comfort's

G'l1.eneV0l"

istram's
l"e than

first love with the assurance that he will love her
before.

e~n

rr , 

Isoud accepts the situation and urite8 for Tris
Isoud La Blanche

tram to return and 01'1

:::'er (tp.e queen's) court.

Tristram i

alTIays courteously so that he wo

TIith him to

~ains

lO~Tal

L

'"

s

fi~ting

audatory expression fro

even Arthur's court \'.'here honor was more than that of Cornwall.
r1'oward his first love he be:laved in strict chivall"ic :manner,
refusing, in a tourney, to depart from his shield, the rift of

La Beale Isoud.
him to rally

In combat,. the tho
d gil:T

t

oC her presence caused

wentv strokeo to each of

La Beale Isoud yroves her love to ?ristrgo

hi

£'1'0

by c

J.er to attend the court a.t :'entecost for the

orsnip as a knight; a decorous Isovd is that.

ho~&s i~alory,

to

i
sfl.~~e

t

is

of
.s

oD.cit., Vol.I, Book IX, Chap. V, p.307.
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"clean lmie;hthood" that gives him strenzth ag2!inst odd.s.
Malory added to the chivalric code of arms a new tenet
a..rnountin~

to uspeak no evil of the absent."

parted for Cornwall, he bade the Irish

s Tristram de

i~ts

tell him out

right B.ny shame against him and that he would give his body
to m.ake it good.
,iith all his insistence, by epithet, if not by recorded
deed, Malory stressed Tristram's accord with courtly love.
Malory's oTzm

conc~'ption

of love remained. as far ren.oved from

that of his own century as that of fifteenth century concep
tion was unlike the ideal of the punctilious
of the tVlelfth cent;ury.

Proven~al

love

In his essay on uhow trl1e love is

1

likened to summer II
dam

he commends virhl.Ous love, that of wis

en the worshipful individual loved

and s to.b il i ty, j.n

one better than. all ot.!1ers.
Thomas, reveals the ima

Pensively the agmg lmight, Sir

of the

1I 0

1d 10ve lP so faithful and

free from lust tl!at was lmmm in King Arthur r s re
he names as a true love.
ers after Malory' s

o~'m

; G-uenever

'rristram's parents appear to be lov

heart; of them l=alory says

lP

she (Eliza

beth) was a full meek lady, and Dell she loved her lord, and
2

he (Iifeliadus) her

a~ain,

so there was great joy betT,lixt them."

But what he labored to set up as the ideal was a ritualistic
thing, which

wit~

all its form lacked the vital strength of

1. Sir Thomas Malory, op.cit., Vol.II, Book XVIII, Chap.XXV,
ff.3l4, 315.
2. Ibid., Vol.I, Book VIII, Chap.I, p.239.
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the Da6sion which ru.led those prini tiv8 lovers as bounden
s12~ves

•

Sir Kehydius of Brittany died of his love for Queen Isoud,
and

Si~

witl

PaloEddes

spent all his lQlightly days to honor her

nesoever guerdon.

For love of Tristr

the King of France died, and Sir S

the da

ter of

de's viife showed. him

favours and IJ:'ri s tram loved her "a passing fstir lady, and the. t

1
espied Sir Tl'is tram well."

Now King Mark loved her too and

this ,1ealousy was the origin of his hatred for his nephev.,.
La Beale Isoud was not the cause.

What to do with such contra

dictlon TIlight have troubled Nalory in giVing a positive inter
pretation to the facts; he

i~ores

them

d insists upon the

C0111'tly elements by eulogizing the lovers in the \'ford.s of every
one.
Some asnects of

~alory's

art, which make for the excellence

of the draL'a as a \;,!'.ole, claim attention.

One-third of the

work is the Tristra:!1: story r'-.lich still i c not given
tirety.

Ifhe lovers in the:::,selves

~.,ere n'.~:;

the

th":_n~

;.~

its en

of cldef

interest to Malor:-, but he seems to be trying to bring the ad
ventl;.res in t:C·.e outlying Cornish realm into some juxtaposition
with the more orderly spectacle of the realm of Arthur.

The

long account of tournaments, quest, imprisonments, and sojourns

in the forest moves in such leisurely fashion as to produce a
timeless quality as if the flux of life might move on for ages.

1. Sir Thomas Malory, op.cit., Vol.I, Book VIII, Chap.XIII,

.257.
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]igh romance i
of

because of the ver'y

8Y'8,

stery of the

It is no geograuhical kingdom over which

Lo~ris.

torica.

rules.

J.n 'tlU s fairy rea.lm.

earl? Celtic tale is
e~1;

his

Sir Thomas riialory, a victim of ctvil

strife, for escape from his melancholy, probablY

r 81'uge

l~nd

Thou~

lackin~.

eou~t

a

the natural magic of the

ther0 is a suggestion of the for

settink a:wu,y f'rom the court where Tristan and Isol t must

abid.e as lonJr as he is Tristan and she, laolt; one line c
set his propel' stage-- trand

ly bvsene unto the forest.

SO

rr

the~rrode

all in green full fresh

1

Here are adventures

beyoD": the acceptance of rat.ionsl thOllcl1t.
utter disregard for lav other tn

extI'ava~ant

thei~

heir self-imposed code are

most romantic in their lack of responsibility and
~~cllallenged

in

~1e lov~rs

",ost

eir

freeaom.
can

he s:reat principle of C8.l1Sali t.!

08 ~e8.rd

as an

ominous rumbling beneath this action in the

in story of the

Le Morte Darthur is not heard in the Tristr

3

the lovers' acts are completely Justifia

King Art"

, 1

unf~~

for h'

T~er8

is

epic g.

inevitably D:'om a causv.

as, VIi th.in the very

1. Sir Thoma

vol

'J.'empor

arrow, never a conscious
tness in a cartai

eir des.

not a strcke frol;1 a

it

Since

a1.1, including

elf, no avenging fate pursues them.

arJ ,s9naration is the cause of the"

ness of sin.

tory.

a

,~fec

tt,er

':,rron.a;ed God,

e, in the destructio

of Arthur,

lory, op.clt., Vol.II, Book X, Chan.LXXIII, p.

•

ChaDter IV
The Sixth

~ook,

Not lmtil another

Spenser

,ueene--Edmun

had elapsed was the story
1
to be revived in a great English literary work.
The usual
contur~

thing in the chronological descent of a mat11.red tradition
took place; that is, a portion of it was removed
under a hi

powe

ens

vim-,red_

It is but the youthful hero

Edrmmd Spen s er selected for his purpose.

~hom

It is not strange

that lithe poet t.:; poet TI should seize upon Tristram from the
2
~ost

Doetical of the romances connec ted vIi th ArthB.r.
By the author1s epithet, if not

own deed,

lory

al~ays

d made of Tristram a

by Tristram's

lQ~ig~ht,

peerless for

courtesy, save for Lancelot who loved Tristram mos t of alL
I!lalory ha.d, doubtless unvJittingly, restored Tristram by eulogy
(not always convincing to the reader) to his orip,inal pre
inent role, as in the

pr~~itive

poem, of a youth of cauti

.1.Books,IV, V, and VI of The Fae.:{'~e Q,ueene were published in
1596. The composition of the entire poem extended over a per
iod of about fifteen years, from 1579-1594.
2.Howard Maynadier, The Arthur of the English Poets, Chapter
X, p.153, (Boston and New York, 1907).
( 74 )
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va ting charm for friend and stranger alike r"ho Vlon love upon
sight from persons of every estate.
Tris tram, rr:.oreover, was a gentleman of culture, as ria lory
points out; that, anyone of discrimination could see.

The

youth had spent seven years in France, probably much of the
time a t the court (for, Ie. +:er, L ,,-lory tells tha t tIle French
princess died of unreqnited love for Tl'istrnJ4).

gus.ge, nurture, deeds of arms,

II

He knew "1 an 

harping, havJldng, and hunting.

The book of venerie bore his name.

No other

Round Table is associated with such

~eneral

ilZht of the
culture as Tris

tram.
~ere

was, too, a marked hu

alric spirit of the

youn~

itarian

lity in the chiv

boy which made him forego ha te r,'here,

according to right as his father held it, ha to was (11..1.e.

IIFor

God.' slave tr he asked a s a boon, the life of hi s steplnother who
1
had plotted hi~ death.
Here Spenser had ready-made a youth with the qualities which
r

limen of worship" should honor Uta the day of doom. II

~'hat

wa s

the scheme in which Tristram was to be used?
Spenser sets out to tee-c.b. his philosophy of the spiritual
life by the use of the tra.ditio!l of chivalry in his masterpiece,
_.. ~

~

""t.1eene.

He universalized the elements of the chival

1. Sir Thomas ~alory, op.cit., Vol.I, p.241.
Spenser does not
use the same ancentrIi' for Tristram as Nalory does; ho'never,
Spenser I s Tristram derives .from that of the former nriter.
2. Ibid. Book VIII, C~ap.III, p.242.
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ric ideal to illustrate the

oper~tion

of the spiritual forces

1

within man's soul.

The individual man looks to the divine

world for the beauty of truth and achieves holiness; he looks
within in h

iness at teInperrnce, temperance tha.t virtue \','hich

enables him to achieve, by his 1"e380:1'1. , self-mastery over angry
passions and bodily appetites.

In a sense the strv.ggling soul

of man may be likened to a battle.ground on which the chivalric
conventions fit.

Allegory is used to interpret the inward ex

perienco in terms of the outward ideal life of chivalry.

pen

ser used only the elements and not the whole body of the Ar
thurian legend, to which he freely aods characters of his ovm
creation wi th both allegorical and historical sign:Lficance.
It may be seen how the

has blended the idea of Chris
2
tian discipline and Platonic idealism in The Faerie
eene.
~oet

As the Platonic philosophy was understood in

~is

century, it

taufwt the reality of a heavenly beauty known in aud. by the
soul, as contrasted with an earthly beauty Ynonn only to the
sense.

Only in so far as the soul is filled with moral ideas

can true beauty be discovered in it or by it.

The :::)resence of

beauty inspires the religious feeling of worship.

So in the

love-inspiring beauty of woman, be s

both the reflection of

and index of divine good.

_ or noble person,

"A gentle

rr

1. JOhll S.Harrison, The Vital Internretation of En.slish Literatnro, p.227, (Indianapolis, 1928).
~orm S.Harrison, Platonism in English Poetry of tb.e Sixteenth
and Seventeenth Centuries, pn.inQ_llR -In
"iJ' -k" -r)~~)
•
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fashioned in virtuous and ~entle discipline, was the ideal of
character which the poet endeavo~ued to show forth.

Arthur,

the King, was for Spenser the equivalent of the Cr~istian con
ception of Divine Grace (to aid the Imights, consti tl1ting the
virtues of the Soul u})on its quest) and he is also the id.eal
Christian

ntleman.

The essential

tl~a:i.ts

of such a being

are the love of glor3', a life of 32rv:J.ce, and a life of di3ci
pline.
PJl1.at in the natl;re of Spenser made him choose this body
of tradition for his

"losoohy'?

His

He carne of a "hou s e of anc ien t fame.
anc1 ideal, Sir Philip

S~.dney

VI

a chivalric nature.
He had for c offioanion

n

of v:hom it is said, liFo Enszlish

man has ever impressed his o·.;n or le.ter times as a more perfect
1

type of gentleman.

11

In the

~·;e.ttern

of Sidney, E.penser had be

fore him " one ':"ho was 'president' (precedent) of both noblesse
and chivalry."

Sc~ofield

describes his character as "ground

ed on the very noble, but very difficult, ide&l of Christian
cnivalry,

ich demanded that a man should try to make himself

beloved."

Schofield concludes that lithe finest note of ch.ival

ry "that 3pens'Ell? presents'" is the criterion which Sidney held:
"True worth esteeming fame mare than ricrres, a
2
for above nobility itself."
In Spenser's century scholars were

oole actions

rested in principles

78

of chivalry more

.n wi th lar;s of chivaJr y.

ideals of Oxford and Cambridge, not

In the select group of Joun
fact that the

en there is recognition of the

neason

and directed

alrs after a

The ir

r~

They set stl:mdards

of intellectual

II

no blesse

meant a combination of gentleman and
well-tempered and

bukecl unseemly
the Book of the Order

of th.eir "virh1.ous

to rule oassion.

Uliu~ct

scholar flho spoke

becau

This disciDline imclied an lmc1erstcnd

tr

ing of motive.

o blil!:e. "

unlike those of today.
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va a resDonsibi

and g:entle discipline.

Spenser had thE)

ic code as set forth in

e
o~

re

"'ch and

Chivalry (a compendium of rules issued

in translation a. year before Le Morte Darthur

ed) made a

a~JD

:man to love \'fisdom; the groYling idea vms chaDj;(in

od to

i

!'lean "the order of' the learned ll in Spenser's dO.l.

II

ere is a

noticeable change in this new age away from that of humble im
1
prL~c1pie

personality to that of supreme individualism."

The

profession of a courtl

This ccm.rtier

entlerr.a.n \'fa

'.~r.

of the Elizabethan age deliberately set

Ol~lt

acaieve ITorldly fame, and incidently he was

He realized that it was politic to be

to teach how to
creEl s1

:1.

O~vu.•

~ooD.

Virtue p;ives herself light through darkness for to wade
and
Strive your excellent self to excel
were injUllctions which ta

t

development of self,

1. William Henry Scho ·eId, op.cit., p.130.

brou~t
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about tllrou
Spense

self-a::r1f:Ll:vsis.
s:rAn t 1

Ie burden of blame for a

nOllld be, "That is unworthy of you.

II

A source of this mental stress upon chivalric ideals came
from Castiglione's Book of the Courtier, first
and translated into

glish in 1561.

. ted in 1528

r. tiobnson regarded it

as lithe best book that 'Was ever '.TI'itten UDon C!:ood hreeding. 1I
It was \ITitten for the court of Urbina, ffi1d in like manner
f],'he Faerie Qu.eene ',!,'as l,'tri tten for the court of London, by Spen
ser who knew well the work of the Italian.
of the opinion that the courtier shaul

Both autners were

ractice chivalry.
_,_leene

Sir Calidore, or Courtesy, in Book

is a very pleasing character and perhaus the best illustration
of Spenser's view of

~bat

a gentlem

l'

t to show.

In the

court of Faery
was none more cOlJ.~
Than Calidore, beloved
His "my-lde m

ers" were natural.

To this was added "comely

gu.ize," "graci"_ls str::Jch," :];reat approval "in batteilous affray.
Moreover,
ie loathed leasing and base flattery,
And loved simple truth and steadfast honesty.
There was power in this courtesy bo

over frie

and foe,

as illustrated in the opening adventure of his very first quest.
every deed and nord, that he did say,
Was lilee enchantment, tl1at throllgh both the eares,
And both the eyes did steale the hart away.l

1. Edmund Spenser, op.cit., Vol.II, Book VI, Canto II, Stz.III,:
2-4., p.303.
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pon

1e opening incident illust:r>ates courtesy operau

ers.

Briana

mi~11t

we

l'Ud.or

a mantle lined with locks of ladies and beards

ch2..>.'1ced to apnroac

ann L.

So

t

0

o

Ca1:tdore overcame b01:;.L1

is

~nd

to we

ohanl!ed nas Brian

fl'wnce of c;our"ces

and bound herse

k>lr

ve h"

and. CrlJdor end c01'1oelled

forth to aid errant
con.:U tionally.

C' •

castle.

!I~e.lefort,

her seneschal,

e

upon coned ti.on the.t

0

e her

~he

,

to him forev

c~stle

er

e In

to Sir Calidore

is vir

vin~

disC0ver

ed virtue in her.
°lr Calidore, assigned to the virtue of courtesy, has

certain duty to perform.

Ii1

In The Faerie Queene six nloral vir

tues of the twenty-four con temple. ted in t:he poet's pia
actually treated.

Originally each virtue was to have exper

ie:n.ced a sel'ies of disci.nlinarv

a(l~,.TentlJl'eS,

but Calidor€l is

porfect in cQurtesy from the outset, for, as e
Spe~S0r

had completed his Dat. ... el"

Eoline s s a.nd. Tempe,rence he.

the fir

n s.c I11eved.

tter of fac",
b"io bOOKS Sl.IlCe

Calidore I s ac1ve n

tures as lllustratec'l by the first are merel



)tward and no t

spiritual experiences.
The tradition is

l~lrther

used to express Spenser1s love

of beauty, the most instinctive
he first book eXDresses the love

ality in the Doet's
spiritual

beaut~T.

followinA:. books illllstrate the chivalric ideal of love.
is the

movinE~

Dower.

ture.
'l'he

Beauty

'I'here is an ep i s 0 de in which the s it~l:tt

of the bealJty, pure beauty of form of Pastorella, a shepher-d.ess,
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holds the yOlmg Calidore.
saves her from bri,·
Blatant Beast,

He "\'voos and wins Pastorella and

s; then he rides upo

is

est for the

olizing slander, which he does overyower.

i.-ii thin the larger outlines of the exploits of Sir Cali
dore comes the Tristram episode wi t~lin the adventure with
Briana of that cruel custom of the castle.

Sir Calidore

s:;1ied a tall young man on foot, fie-,hting a mounted lmight,
Ii/hom finally he Idlled, to Calidore I s great amazement.

Ca11

dore, who had noted him steedfastly, recognized in Tristram

"a goodly youth of anliable grace II although only a slender
seventeen-year-old flslip,1I

d concluded that he was of the

I

nobility.
Here one of Spenser's beautifully colored
presents the "gentle swayne II wearing an hood.

portraits

",.i th

aglets

spread, woodsman's jacket of Lincoln green belayed with silver
lace, costly Cordovan leather buckskins, pincht UDan gold,
and

h~~ter's

horn at side, and

carry±n~

a dart in

e hand and

a bore speare in the oth"

Tristram had broken the law of arms: however, loatne as
he had been to do it, he would have repeated the act.
1mig:L'lt had been the aiH"(ressor.

~ne

Calidore asked for the account.

rl'ristram repr;esented hinself aB. ,an unripe youth ranr.:insz the
forest for game when he came upon the knight proddinp: with a
8')ea1" his lady, who lilalked. beside his horse.

Indignant at

1. Edmund Spenser, op.cit., Vol.II, Book VI, Canto II, Stz.V
and VI , p. 304 •
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this

proceed~g,

ed to chastise
cited the

Trist

as a Child m

~

kni~t

to strike

t, who then threaten

tn.e

bla.m

t be.

Tristrmn'g taunt in

a painful bIoi'! wi. th his spear.

Tristram then cast his dart, fatally wounding the knight.
Upon this recital, Calidore had only admiration for the youth's
"tempered il speech, but more for his act, and upon the testi
many of the lady, acquitted Tristram since he had spoken in
defense of the lady and merely fa
For knights and all
Toward all rromerkin
Calldore's

rd3 shov. a

t for his

o~~

defense.

en this by nature have
tbem kindly to behave.l

)1n..lCh

re u

ersal practice of ch1V

ich was restricted to

aIry than that of Malory's

e nobility,

and exemplifies in part cpenser's huraanitarian ideal.
Tnen, upon request, the lady
killec.. an una

recov~ted

hOv her lord had

t, whon they had. come upo .... ,

_ing love.

Since the hapless lady had hidden herself and thus thwarted
her

rmJer, he had

used his OTIn lady all the more.

Cali-

dOI'e held that Tristr::'.m l s as:Jailant has been justly comrensat
ed for cowardly and tyrannical behavior.
gain the

t Calidore turned to r"ristrarn to :earn his

genealogy since he was so impressed by the acti0::"'., appearance,
and lIpregnan t wit" of the

If

gaD tIe

boy" v!i t~..,

Ir face

so lovely,

sterne and coy. II

The knight declared he hac!. ;"ever seen one
2
in whom did ,I greater hope appeare. II
Here is set fort< Spen

1. Edmund Spenser, op.cit., Vol.II, Book VI, Canto II, Stz.
XIV: 8-9, XII, p.306.
2. Ibid., Vol.II, Book VI, Canto II, Stz. XXVI: 9, p.309.
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serfs conception of good as identified with beauty, a rela
tionship appar0nt only to one in "lhom there is good.

Sir

Calidore recoGnized virtue in Tristram because of his outward
beauty.

This virtue was at work because of the occasion and

not for outward shol'!, since Tristram walked all alone in the
forest and knev! of no witnesses.
Here is a parentage reversed from the usual account.
'fristram is a Briton born of King relicgras, of Cornewale,
and Emiline.
throne and

Upon the :[ing's death, his brother had taken the

~ristram

was sent, at the age of ten, for safety

into the land of faerie.
Calidore to make him a

Now, eagerly but modestly he implored

s~ire,

for it was then past the time

when he should have been taught the use of arms and he, though
unworthy in his ovm modest sight, desired to bear these newlywon arms in battle and learn their right use.
Sir Calidore was pleased and really wished that he had
more noble hire than chivalrie
Tristram's

re~ard;

(thoD~~

none there was) for

but he dubbed the youth his squire with the

oath, swearing faith to his knights; truth to all ladies;
devotion to duty even in the.face of peril or fearful conse
quences.

Tristram prayed to accompany his :01ight upon his

quest, but that pleasure Sir Calidore was obliged to refuse
as he had been cChln2.nded by his rrSoveraine" to ride alone.
They took courteous leave of each other, and Tristram did his
knight

,

.
s_aln.

IS

COl11J1iand

to safegnard the lady whose lmight he had

First the squire feasted his eyes upon the goodly arms
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which he bad won:
gilden armes, with azure band
'~artered athwart, and bearing in his targe
1
A Ladie on roug..1-} \".laves row i d in a S01nrr:er barge.
Then he raised the lady upon the steed of her own late knight
and narched forth with her as she directed him.
~'Ihat

did Calidor'e, the courteous, see in Tristram to call

forth his admiration and trust?

First, Tristram was learned

in good manners and venerie.

has displayed nobility which

Le

matched his noble bearing that marked him in syite of his
pV.stic life.

;jpenser thought 'lwild woods

sho'~ld

far expel all

civil usage and gentility and gentle sprite defor~ with ~lde
2
rusticity.'"
To him the court and royal citadel were the
n great

schoolmistres s of all cO'urte sy. 11

The: r tep'cered spe::5ch, IT

the ITpregnant Wit," and lithe worthy ':!orth" are accretiors to
'l'ristram which Spenser invents for the 2..0: 'iration of the gentle
Calidore.
For Spenser, himself, the very name "Tristram tl was a word
with which to conjure up a whole pageant of forest life and at
the same time accord with the particular quality of courtesy
of rrhich Sir Calidore was the embodiment.

lory hed given

the world a 'rristram equal to Lancelot in courtesy SO that the
name was established to mean that.

But Lancelot, even had he

excelled, could not have served Spenser so well as Tristram.

1. Edmund Spenser, op.cit., Vol.II, Book VI, Canto II, stz.
XLIV: 9-11, p.3l3.
2. \"Jilliam Henry Schofield, op •cit., P .107.
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1
0'1 am a Briton

TI

e,

declaren to Sir Calidore and

the straiiht-forward state

as

8.

in it l;!hich

nroud ri

n from Spenser himself, for we are to

r..i

"he wa
trioti

pervaded by a proud
•

II

1

aft6

pa5siona~e

pa

is, nithin limits, an "idealize<'l. Eng

istr

" in

lishJ

tha.t

otis.

whe

an hi:ili.

a~c,

In this

the

historY of which reads like a paen of glory, tremend.ouB achieve
,.ent entailed In'eat adVel1.tH

earful hazards.

Tne

but a stripJ.ing, yet he dared to violate a 1a\'J of

'iris tan w

expedience.

arms in a matte

'l'his spirt t

on the Dart of the sixteenth ce_

is no invention

ancient Tris

t; tl:

tan as vEcll as the TriBtram of :.:alory vtolated three loyalties
of chivalrv

~"lhen

"le

;:otive in his life,
I1:'n (1'1

S8.U

fit or was compelled bY the ueatest

--lo~ufe.

and was to 0Denser a verita.ble land.

i:1 a golden

cni valry ancl rC\

"'~ce

,

~lere

Trist~am,

wa

residence ti1ere
~as

.'fC1i

oy,'e s s • II

soon to prick oVl<ir the plaihs vii th his peers.

to natural forces.

'lit

t

iline,

udent to have sent her princely

writing in Ireland, must

Ee

o

-D

rI'nnts of divine PUl'pose, and indomitsbl.e

mother of

of faerie "vIrant

Spenser,

ve felt a certain Celtic response
his solitary

It was sava
e his life se

led in isolation to

n

dre8~

1 ike Imia:ht-

ry of old.

dreans of book-worthies and to

1. ];cmrl.lnd Spenser, Vol oIl, Book VI, Canto II, Etz. XXVII:
p. 309.

2. Ibid., Vol.I, Intra. p.~/.
3. Ibid., irntro. pp.Xr,XII.
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vie\'! facts at horn.e in unreal semblances.
economy for

hi~

to use the

n~e

It VIas a strol-ce of

of Tristram, for that called

up the very haunt of the Hlatant Beast.
'l'ake it l:i.terally--hoV'l many fabulo;).s dra.:;;ons h:O'cd the
readers of Tristrara's story associated with that hero?

In

Ireland he had killed the venomous dragon TIhich threatened
the land.

MW1Y

ot~ers

were added to that beginning.

Take

it figt.'.rati vely--'l'ristra.m himself was to become the prey
of the Hlatant Beast, slander.
'I'ristram that ::)penser deals.

However it is only with Chylde
It'aynadier thinks that Spenser

meant no farther use for Tristram in the scheme of his com
pleted work and that his reason for Trj.stram' s introduction
was to add to the general interest with the well-b10wn roman
tic hero.
All the pageantry of hunting is called forth with the
mention of Tristram.

The book of venerie bore his name because

of his skill and the use to which he had put the craft.
in~ ~as

another snort in which he excelled.

In the

Hmilz 

Blanc~e

Landes he had vlhistled l.l.p birds as if by magic and in the
streams of Bl'ocelande he had been the first to fish with a
hook.

'1'~1e

f' ai thful dog of Tristram,

that remembered hhn when

even his lover was uncertain, is called to the reader's mind.
The connotation leads into a labyrinth of forest associations,
and the British gentlen:m does honor the hunt.
In fine, who indeed could have served so well as

~ristram

to be the SQuire of the nost courteous knight, Sir Calidore,
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in this quest of the Blatant Beast?
So the !llaster painter has

Sl.'le~~,t

in with fresh color all

t.he glamor of the sylvan settirc of a forest in faerie.

This

artist who made music or colored pictures, _Jho posed as pro
fessor of'

~:_orals,

has produced un0ther pageant.

The tall,

comely lad weaves in and out of the gleaming liKht a.nd lush
shadow u;'1':!.ich Spenser could ere a te so we 11 in what our con tem
porary critic calls (with nothing but praise in mind) at its
greatest worth, .lone of the worldls most magnificent picture
1

books."
Just as Spenser borrowed from all poetic sources to en
chant with scenes of
low him were to
i~~ediately

beaut~,

acknowled'~e

his inspir2Jt:lon to them.

to fol
galory

But in this fragmentary use of the bit of

the Tristram story,

~:penser

legend, at least nothing,

w01_-~ld

~ritain

was undoubtedly his source for the pageantry of

Arthur's realm.

pret anew.

so all poets in

added nothing of import to the

TI~ich

anyone has seen fit to inter

He illmninated it in endurirr: colors for all who

behold ::' gain t;:'_e courtly grace of gallant young prince

rrristram.

1. Emile Legouis and Louis

Caz8~ian,

Literature, p.295, (New York, 1930).
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Tr"
t 'ne J':lP:E;

--Alfred Tennyson
'~lat

is the purpose of society?

That

the question

~'ias

"hat Tennyson \'rished to consider When he made use of the chiv

alric element in the Arthurian legend in his Idi{lls of the
King.

Each individual, to him, represented an underlyin

foy"ce at . . w rk in the life of mankind.
sal aoulication

t~e

Thus he makes

unive~-

chivalric ideal in his account of

1

lmirlltly deeds.
Of the mosaic of idylls eRcn 0

is a little picture with

a certain indenendent unity.

is conceived as one of these
t'

soul

Tristram
underl~ing

d its fairest hope.

forces which assail

KL>1g A..r thur' s plan to reforJ

the i'lOrld, with the support of his

'::~ueen

and the cooperation

of bis knights was the soul's

se, as the poet explains

his conceptior..

A successful vJol'Einr:: order has

lished center"

about Arthur's court, which attracted noble

.~~~
1. JO!U1 S. Harriso
ature, p.2l8,
(In~~~

.~~~~
.,

•

~ •• __ . y
.... p< .......

v

__ • _

_

beer~

•

~.q

estab

••

Liter
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youth, upheld ideals of purity and justice, and exercised a
civilizing influence even beyond his realm.

The evil forces

attacked the social order from within and without.
The Last Tournament pictures the degeneration of the
ROl..m d Table as it de:wns tra ted the futility of the soul's as

pirations in the face of the inherent nature of mankind.
tram is a type of

Tris

wee}~ess.

Briefly the story of tbe idyll runs:
King Arthur let cry the

tourna~'}ent

of the Dead Innocence,

honorinG a dead infant whom the Queen had cared for until its
death.

For prize to be awarded she returned to the KinG the

ruby coronet whic

ad encircled the foundlingis neck.

Before

the day appointed, a churl, mutilated and robhed of his lnmdred
swine by the Red Yillight, chief of a rival court in the Harth,
appeared before Arthur , with his accOl.mt of cruelty.
the tournament to the conduct of Sir Lancelot, Arthur,

Leaving
'iIi th

nevI, young !alights went to gt'ell tne renegade s of the VortH,
..,ho had sworn counter to all of the vows of the order of the
Round Table.
'l'l1e morning of the tournament liroke
blowin~

the White, silken hangings

on

wit~

~e

dismal, wet ninO.

s treetl'lay ane

yellow leaves of autumn drifted about the lists.

Laws were

broken; curses were hurled aut becsll se of the dean i::-_fant u
e King's follies.

Then came Tristram, just returned after a

year I s absence and his Karriage to Isolt of 3rittany, vlho,
partly because of little resistance from faithless, craven
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opponents, VJon the tournament without great ado.

Lallcelot,

ues"tioning as to Tristram IS purity, l?J,':arded the necklace.
Tristram accepted it vnth mAtter ot fact m
his skill in a v.ror J.d for
ever.

BlurLtly eno

he

_ic11 he felt no responsibilitv ullat
re~

sed to award the prize to any of

the white-robed ladies, saying tnat his
re.

er, as proof of

ean of Bemlty was

In leven heavier gloom than it hliJ.Q dawned, t11e

yeary day passed, that
Tho

I

one white day of Innocence...
I
some~lllat (ITaggled at the skirt ••••

Disorderly revels completed the evening, wl:ich the sorrO\".rf"lll
queen was obliged to halt.

Courte

a

glory had not

~raced

the jousts nor the sports.
he folloV7ina: morning Tristram, sauntering from the hall,
,i th the prize

lint; from the crown of hi

rp, met Da<r

onet, the fool, vlho accused the Imight of breaking his marriage
VO\'IS

and his allegiance to the kin!:'>.

a song of free and light loves.

o Wh1ch Tristram

l~rped

The fool k-new tha.t Tristram

was a degrading influence, and he 1mew that the .King, himself,
~as

a fool for the nresUIDntion of Qwnipotence in purposing to

build an order of such coarse, depra.ved individual In.en.

This

he told Tristram.
Tristralcj travelled tovrard Lyonesse, sleeping by the
in a bower, Rhere he wes troubled to

ow

hOW

wa~T

to explain his

1. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Idylls of the King, pp.229, 11 .218
219, (New York, 1928).
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marriaITe to his beloved Isolt,

~,larkrs

q'Lleen.

He found Isolt

at the castle happy to have hi.'lj) there, ready to be dallied fTi th
and lied to flatteringly but not without upbl'ai ,.
x:larriage to Isol t of Brittany.

::;he wished him to SlYlear to a

love for her r;11en she would be past desire.
svear no more vows.

im for his

Tristram would

e had broken his to Isolt of the

\.~ite

ds and to the Kinrz, jus t as Ma.rk T S Queen ha.d broken hers.
The oaths were but impulsive expressions, good, but beyond the
hope of being kept since the King nho had bound them was per
haps only an imposter with a sullied Queen, a.nd since men's
very natures

~pre

hopeless of perfection on earth.

His love,

bound only by love, and therefore larger and free, was the
only matter of moment.

In exchange for foed and Yline he was

ready to love Isolt to the death.

After that satiety they

laughed and enjoyed reminiscences of their deception played
upon Mark.

With a lyric, Tristram confessed that her love as

the light of a fiery star would al\vays shine for him.
the· love and peacB. offering ab01J.t her neck.

He flung

As his lips ·were

pressed to her throat, from behind, Uark struck him dead.
Arthur meantime had vanquished the rebels of the North.
The drunken Red Knight had lurched from his ovm saddle in a
fatal fall.
So all the ways were safe from shore to shore,
But in the heart Arthur pain was 101"0..1
For although forces with0vt the ideal social order

m~y

1. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, op.cit., p.23a, 11.484-485.

be con
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trolled, the noble purpose of the soul of n~n, with all its
inherent natural Yleakpesses met ','lith defeat.
'J'he episode is ol'ip,inal Ylith 'l'ermyson.

The Reo K.."1ight

is Pelleas of the old story; Dagonet is, with changed char
acter, also from Malory.

Or-ly Tristrents death is the same.

In Malory's account, Iiark cle8.ved his brain with a "trenchant
glaive,11 but Isolt tIl.en died upon his body, a grace that
Tennyson might have granted her, for she had been ever here
~ristram's
~he

constant star.

characters are all either ignoble or, at least are

losing their grip in Tennyson's idyll; a gloomier caste can
not be pictured in a darker atmospflere.
pose effectively.
as always.

He achieved his pur

Outwardly Tristram is the woodland warrior

e, rosier and comelier than the rest, taller than

any, enters tDe lists
armoured all in forest green, whereon
tripped a hundred tiny silver deer,
And wearing but a holly spray for crest, with
ever-scattering berries, and on shield
A spear, a harp, a bURle ••• l
~here

(a new device upon his shield of

~ennyson's

own

~aklng

to indi

cate Tristram's tr..ree-fold superior attainments.)
First and last he is a law breaker; chiefly to Tennyson
looms the disregard for the sanctity of the vows of the order
of the Round Table; then, in relation to Isolt, he is dOUbly

an adulterer.

He has foresworn oaths of the three loyalties,

1. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, op.cit., p.228, 11.170-174
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to God, to the king, and to ti10 ladies.

Since Mark is such

" a want of a man" there seems to be less of wrong in the re
lation of Tristram toward Mark, who, indeed, is in this idyll
no longer 'l'ristram' s uncle as in the primitive tale.

Com

inlr late in to the order, tl'ristre-m llad sworn only "by the shell"
to rr.ea~inGless vavs.

Granting that the emotional fervor and

blind espousal of a cause, only partly understood, had made
,~orthier

men of all the knights and exalted even their leader,

Tristram knew that the realm so built cou.ld not last.

ou,bt

as to the king·s ovm identity, a king bound to a faithless
queen, made Tristram, especially, chafe und.er restraint; and
a recognition of his OTIn fleshly

p~etite

sho~ec

the utter
1

hopelessness of

~

ity in men.

he called himself to Isol t.

~l

itA 1<7crldling of the world"
ot only had his experience made

him conscious of imperfection, but purity seems an object of
open ridicule ana a

hin0~ance.

Particularly did Tristram resent the strait vows of love
"bindi

to one."

He held a completely romantic conception

of love-
we love but while ~e
And therefore is my love so l&_rge for thee,
Seeing it is not bounded save by 10ve.2

,.

Law, order, proportion--none of these should govern his pass

ion for Isolt, yea, or for any new love in a free field--not

1. Alfred, Lord Tenn]son, op.cit., p.242, 1.691
2. ibid., p.242, 11.ffieS-8.
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even that other Isolt, his bride whom be had-
1[ledde~ easily,
1
But left her all as easily, and returned.

HOlllGVer, with all of his vain boastinR of freedom, his heart
ev

in dreams wa

....

1

v;ith a·

ess

strug~le.

As he journey

ed toward Isolt, the Queen, he pondered how to color best his
account of his

marria~e.

A wonan weepi

by the road for her

departed husband, he counselled to weep no more lest he
returning, should find

~1er

orm irresolute mind he

sou~ht

no longer in his favor.

In his

decision, nnable as he VIas to

know whether he wanted Isolt's love or hatred.
Isolt knew.

ate,

His fickleness

Under her lfblack-blue Irish eyes" again he san

of h.is love that should last beyond the death into the dream.
ere is no chivalric ideal of love.
it was practice and skill that gave him

In Tristramis view,
t~e

victory in the

tournament, not the steadfast love for his lady as chivalric
ideal held as the source of glory.
cou~teous

He was not even formally

to the ladies at the tournament.

of \"lant of courtesy from his continued

Isolt accuse

rr;y-ing of bea.sts, for

he was cruel to remind her of age when she would be past de
sire since he mew the thought
heart.

\"TaS

hateful to her yearning

Here is not event elemental passion, kindled by a Cl4rse

of God upon ill-fe.ted victims, e.s in the primitive poem.

1. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, op.cit., p.234, 11.401-402.

Here
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is philanderi

lust of a clever, light-minded man

~ho

first

intrifb"U·ed VIith a knight's wife, stole away I:.ark' s Queen for
a month's dallying, then losing her, folloned tDe
mere name whose
marriage.

O~TIer

later he

th~~

c~ll

of a

t he loved enough for

Of her to the Queen he later said,

re not for her! patient, and prayer~ll, m?ek,
Pale-blooded, she will yield herself to God. l
That would not the Irish Isolt dol
Isolt of Brittany is
son.

She does

"Thole tour

~nt

.ent is

scarcel'~!

more than a nam.e for 'I'en"'1Y

enter the action.
~iven,

(For that Datter the

only in retros:nect.)

In Tristram's

dreams, Isolt, the queen has a hand, hot with ill-desires.
She is passionate but "drained of strength" with inflicting
moods of love for Tristram and hate for Mark.

To her lover

she is I'soft, gracious, kind H and even Gi,lenevere' s superior.
Jealousy gives her the cruel

ton~~e

of a co

n termae:ent when

she says of her rival:
can I wish her any iIv,ger w'rong
Than having Itnoffi1 thee? ••• 2
Again she refers to the other Isolt as Tristramis "lem,an,i'
with, no doubt, a loss of ner ovm self-respect.

0he draDs

odious comDarisons with Lancelot to the disparagement of
tram is cour tes;r.

~ris-

So 'b:20ken wi t!.l. torturous suffer ing, she begs

1. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, op.cit., p.239, 11.602-603.
2. Ibid., p.239, 11.591-592.
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for flattering lies from

~ristram's

ready lips.

That warrior is not less lacking in chivalric ideals in
his attitude toward other J.mights than he is to ladies.
and La."'lcelot beo.r each

ot'::"~er

I

s presence at the

!:ie

t011rnnT:~ent

in

an almost hostile manner, except for the fact that Tristranl
is sir:l91y nonchalant toward the opinion of the world at large.
Toward the great King he is disloyal, and toward the Carr-ish
Kin

e is unecr,ypulously faithless, vlndictive, a

scornf;;l.

Such was far from true in Tristram's primitive character.
Idark is a vile, beastly "want of a man ll whose hate for
'l'ristram grew from rivalr:' in favor from the wife of an
1mia:ht.
clashes.

'1'he rivalry over the Queen is hut one of

8.

u~'18.med

series of

Self-mastery he has not, nor even respect from his

wife or subject,

~~o

fear his treachery, but ridicule his cat

like stealth and ungainly crane-like legs.
is this touch.
the pear tree.)

(Deft su.gges tion

The reader recalls the royal eavesdropper in
Always cruel to Isolt, he cronns his villainy

by Lmrdering her lover as Tristram caresses her.
The absence of the manic potion elemBnt from the story
utterly degrades the relation of Tristram and Isolt.

Tristram

questions whether or not their love is sin and if so finds it
warranted by their happiness; so blast has he become.

Isolt

is more scrupulous in her recognition of broken vows, but, in
actuality participates in the wrongdoing.

Mark is ruthless

from passion rather than from high principle.

All of the deep

tragic note of the primitive narrative is removed since the
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two men h1:tve never hOT-ored nor served each other and have no
dramatic conflict to face in their claims.
acter of the tIl

COJ::.8E

However, it
as

JU!Jl::;1u3e.ti

of Ar

to destr 11ction in

The original char
'I'e~myson's

hand.

--s in huma..'1 interest \7ithin the allegory

for that oth"

loss.

The

character

r and the rAoralizinf!: element

mind to

.e

questions, howbeit disroA11

by the Victorian prophet.

Arthur is the tragic fig-D.re

o ex-

philosophy, f1that of an age

en faith is tbe prize of victory,
1
doubts. II

and remains open to obsessin

Lance10t 11a

a,.id to his sovereign,

heard the king's command.
flin

the

~lis

se as

d lO:va

in a loner

en he

co~tent

e

.naD

r~l;.inever·(3,

when the

as to his vcrv nature and destiny.

d its

Da.

net, the

fool, knows that Arthur's scheme is doomed for l"a1..iur"".
the King gains yet a temporsrJ hold. in the NOI'th,
filled with pa.L,.

eturnin(

s fool wno

gloom" Arthu!'

s

er smile again.

-e

A present d

1.

~nile

"death
OViS

too,

forth,

What is the soul

That is the meaning of the noet's metaphor.

sens

He fee.rs

DOd..

en

io.u..

is beset by semiconscio:.\s misgi v·

end?

tio

q

of violent co

realm an e:

ovm

S

lIlt is well If
dirferent

enti

back the

ed laok of reverence
for

sses 'l'ennyson'

n~s

ile

aut ts

b autmnn-dripplng
nev

that t

Anti-Christ will triuIllPh in the \;or1d.

critic see

Legouis and Louis

s an aspect

Caz~nian,

son's 1i£'e

op.cit., p.1198.
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the constant fear .
01"

life; he wa

thinking:

IJ

d of death; pr

trb.e was afraid
DeI'S is tent

<Uld

1

ly he was afraid of
prophet,

e after death.

for a half centur

as a criterion for the

t he was the civic

e accep

ce of his opinions

orltv of British people had invested

im with sacerdotal DOn

his 'cessa2e' now

1I

same critic writes, "alth01..1gh

ear G to

11&.

v€:

elusive

e

buainess ••• yet it must be remembered that

D~on

na .i 0 l~ it Y

t

0

f

his contemporaries it acted as a very potent sedative, and
that to hundreds and thousends of perplexed and anxious minds
2

he brought complete intellectual arld moral relief.

lic nrost have been lull
image

o oy the

II

His l:nb

and charmed by the

l'

of this idyll as to miss the poet's

0\TI1

despair and

compromise
,(L...y with "all roads safe from shore to shore" \'las Arthur

(a subjective stu

of th

be told that all was for
than t
lilt
Yie.re muc
feelin~

tried ir.
needs of
life had

fl1~e

ith pain?

e Victorian's readers, who demanded to

aretv there was for

no ma

oet's self)

t~e

best, but for

e poet there

mOts

bled doubt.
to
of

.~

ate in 1887, I· as
verence a.nd chiv
here used to be---_
ch men these things ~nd
But I feel sometimes as if
useless life."3

1'e

1. Harold Nicolson, .Tennyson, Aspects of His Life, Character,
and Poetry, p.69, (New York, 1923).
2. Ibid., loc.oit.
3. Ibid., p.2l8
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~hen,

Tennyson felt

"-'eve.r,
.•ye, it

t th.e universal life of

d, pel'b.aps could never continue on

s going do"

'eal.

d

lofty plane.

,ill and maybe already past redemp

tion, at least by the mea

The 'Vouth of 1

8.

~oclety

of an
d found

lish poet

Arth~r

18ure~te.

neither blmmeless nor

Tennyson on his side, found the youth at fault; not

only were they t:lrong, but 1;"I01'Se, they ;'/cre l-m-EngJ.ish due to
the influence of

udelaire and 201a.

Such was a ptil.rt of

the "anti-Gallican cackle II which S\".!inburne in the reviews of
Tennyson criticized.

One can under

d the fairness of our

1

contemporary French writer.
yson preeminently represents Vlcto'c,-j
re, a privile~e which today is in
one of his shortcomingB; ••.• the vet
ius is distinctly national, end he n
voiced better than any other the instincts, feel
ings, and preferences which have never ceased to
feed the moral personality of the English people
•••• He is not only British, but insular. 2
So the devasta.tion of this

"perh~ps

the greatest love-story in

3

literature ll

was, in part, required by Victorian contemporaries.

However, Tennyson was seriously mindful of his reading
public and at the same time eVidently impressed by tYe critics.
A Blackwood's reviewer had lamented the pollution of the Merlin
and Vivien idy-ll within the same pages which portrayed the
"Christian purity of Arthur."

That was upon the appearance of

1. Emile Legm;is and Loui~ Cazaman, op.cit., pp.1204-l205.
2. Ibid., loc.cit.
3. J.D.Bruce, op.cit., Vol.I, p.172.
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the Idylls (1859).

Nevertheless by 1872 when The

Las~

Tournament was published, it appears
e advent of Srrinburne was leadinG the
e to consider whet~er a little--a very
little TIine might not with advantage be ndded to
the limpid waters of Camelot. The experiment, '.'Ihicn
s afterwards abandoned was not very edifying ••••
he inserted into The Last Tournament the follow
inp startling indelicacy:-
~He rose, he turned, then, flinging round her neck,
Claspt it, but rlhile he bO\'/'d himself to lay
Warm kisses in the hollow of her throat •••• 11
essr s '. Macmillan VIer e appalled. They asked,
ey begged the Laurea te to s"llppreSs these paesage ...
e passages ~ere suppressed.l
Further criticism of the age is explsnatory of Tenny
son's difficult position in treating this romantic material
under the eye of Victoria, a monarch, who really questioned
the Laureate concerning the morality of some of his bestknown characters.
they believed, with excruciating convictio~,
On the value of individual; they ware obsessed
with the tremendous responsibility of their
ovm~ future; and as they watched unea.sily the
monster civilization which they had fathered
getting more and mOl'e beyond their control,
they clung despairingly to the pretense that
they were a SBrene genera~ion of happy and
nlightened people ~ho knew exactly Why and
hi ther it was all progl"es sing so fas t. J'md
it was on the basis of this pretense that
Tennyson, the mirror of bis age, treated the
SUbjects of love, politics, and religion ••••
~.ey (Vic torians) approached tLese t~ee prob
lems obliquely and from the gentler an51e of
cornpromi s e. 2
We have seen how Tennyson in a time of growing unbelief

1. Harold Nicolson, op.cit., p.223-225.
2. Ibid., p.2!2.
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ea.rnestl~r

all TIas for the

th
~r

tried to f'lmc'l;ion in the expected manr:er nnd
,ot so

be-~

COL.pronise

a.it with love.

dissemble when h

nIt

oul..d never have nassed the teal; 0

preaenceJ

In the first ulace

~e

is

norrance of physical passion ann co

of spiritual as opposed to phYsical

to last for the duration 0f a life
held.

e turned to the

love

the tneme

~aB

e for

considered by his co·

treated in

temnoraries
as "e:minentlv
,. wholE.l801

of Tristr

I'

anti thesl

.L..-~e

For shatling t

•

d it:

ne

e.ia

'c ll

he "broK'en

's;

2

The whole element of a supern"ture,l iI1.. flllonee is utterly

1ackinc.!: fr-om

on's internretation.

The

-rinci~leB

CQUrt17 love with its ennobling power ror great e

its eternal ties are misconstrued..
o

TO overW!1e.m...J..1H'

It.
lI'lTew

Indeed no mati

loves arp sv,reet

aE.

assian

Tl' istraJll io
1.6

erel.y lirm

.,'",t'lrn
t':1a

He

those that ,,,eT" t be.fore.

1. 'arold ~icolson, op.clt., p.2i7.
2. Alfred, Lord Tennyson, op.cit.,

iss and

nifest

S l'!netl.

a

.230-231.

II

re

Red

ll.261-26v.

IJ ,
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the chal.lenp;

Ynight se

of the Round T
faced Artht
the

e were liar

,

lleWlUI.'L

free :manhood
did not ma

tl1uY' tr.a t the

taunt to

foe of the

arted King"

Iterers.
t~e

d indicte

oman-worsbdp.

hi

of

Kin~do

or freedom; it

endurance in a rigid bond.

ort1=. jeere
__v

1m fa

No~,

os e d

Cursin~

s

as he

at
out

ideal

love

s

tested the

hal~dship

But the evils of a decadent orda

were painted in their tawdriest and most clashing ugli.ness so
that the mOl:'e.l purport be made plain.
worldliness will undermine the
society cannot endure
~ith

car

~ith

All can see tha.t the

inte~rity

such a

of the soul and that

membershi~o

all excess of emotion, some17hat UTII'eal, at that,
r~

et vIi t h defee.

i:i:L.Ut;lG.,

'-he

mantic t

d the matter ends

e so ;;:lanorous i

that sull'it 'of tllanguor

1

o

s

itv of a conventiona

1. Emile Legouis and Louis Cazia

e.

itself

1I

, o'Jocit.,

.120;~).

Part III

e

The Trist

d In-cerpre

t

as

of
C~aoter

VI
-,- atthe

"'rom

tances of the old

Id
Sl.~cce s

ntire.l:7 new v
sion

ed in 18l:JL:

0

'6

. &1

rnC'ld

i

stor

or .ni

S'

uassa~es

wnich he

~ubli

&.,

ring tr.e inter:' ,'t since Spenser had pJ.ace
ful Tristan in his Paer-ie 0;l.H)('nfl, no original t

the tradition had beGL
·.1.~neteenth

12 tthe

the youth

atment

attem~te1.

f

century both Sir ''{81 ter Scott a

the

;"outne.v,

2

their correspondence

s}o~~,

had canei

:i.n the fie 16 of the? J, rthlJrisn IGP.:end.

Scott

st"'F

'7

"

-,

( 103)
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on of

180

_

e

I~iddle

derill

f

~home.s

p

0

or.,

r'

!2J-'

1

£:

~l'"

rical Roman
,by Thomas of EI'cildow'1e,
'~lter

1804.

called the Rhyuer, E ~.

e

Scott Esq., advoc
a~pe

New aditions published separatelY

1811, and 1810, an.d it was lncl"ded in his complete worl-s in

The task of copying

185l.

ad merely at Sir 1,Val tel" IS

S1..l~
req-l.l

Tristram may nave oee
est; at eJ1Y r[.te, th
':It

.l

dition was both inaccurate and erroneous.
edited a

volume recmction

t~o

o~

In 181? Sout"he

a French text of

ttnd his

IT" 1833 Tennyson had set

--

no had

con~inued

before

h~a

a uro se sl<-etch of

his study with incre&sing

blishing five short separate
le~end

dO\'ffi

larger work.

poe~s

His

dr&?m rrom the

~orte

_r

0

inte~eov,
~rtnur1un

Darthur, the

f'll'~.

ort:ton 01' t-he Idylls of the Ir,ing, had been published just

ten years before Arnold's contribution to the Tristan tr

tlou.

I, p.46 , of
'C.•

cit.,
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~ow

ArnoLd, in the first place, severs from the body of

the old romance the episodes which he makes use of and treats
the lli&tter independently

wi~n

a

stantial modern nhiloso:9h

ical application, attaches an original ending and a kind of
postlude to tbe tale.
The only association 1.7it

the Arth

ian cycle is TI:ade

in reference to 'l'ristran I s fame in ArthlJr t s cou.rt and his
service in that king· s army and a recital of a ler:end of 11er
lin I s death.
lIe ti1e
t~o

lectian ap

of its three

sections~

rs in dramatic form in the
it bee

fi~st

s most sianificant in the

last section in which the thread of the narrative is £\111 of
exo\lisite descriptive passages broken by the personal analysis
of thE effect of tuo types of life u
concluded \7i

a romantic tale.

tion with the first sections.

the

~here

is only a loose c

ec

Upon this fact the opinion of

:he contributor to tl"le
out a

sibilitles and

B':"ography lJoints

shortcomin~.

e thu

e finest
superfluo
disjointe
tly fro
w1101es, bLlt
of details.1
To discover \'illat

sider each section as

1. Dictionary of

e

"1ho1e.

parts are

TIe ~lal1

con

In section I, "Tristrrun,1I the

y, Vol.I, p.71.
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setting is

tor:

Dec.

r n1.p'J1t in Brittany where Tristrar"

in a fitful

co

He is ider.ti

e1' b.

bed

s

nunterfs

bro~n,

is yet rich

d~e8s

>

poet

p a

but he appears spent.

en~ifies

Corn"lall.

.old beai

spread over his feet.

flo\"fer-like Iseult, his lady, stanC1s
T

Iseult f1'

01"

the

Us hair

ichlv attired, tne

tchi

by the fir-e.

her by her rare milQness, her

snOw-~hite

hands, and fair fragility.
Tristram inC!.uires about

t~he

lights which shine to the

northTIard and the presence by the fireplace.
The poet raises t

question as to the Whereabollts of that

other Iseul t and whether the 10ve-drauP-:ht
tr~1's

e page replies.

spirit ITanders and

,'iOI'}:S

no more.

Tris

nreams.

He relives the hour in nhich he drank a pledge to that
dark-haired

Iris~

pt'inces s I seul t on thu t },Iaytime voyage nhen

e brou;;;ht her to King JliIark.
'l're~ble,

Again their hands

and theil'" cheeks by flame,

_.s they feel the fatal ba.nds

Of a love they dare not name,
Wi th a wild delicious pain,
1
'l'vrine about th'eir> heal~ts again.
'is spirit is agai.n flooded with the magic of love.
The

rUB

g winds ryithout and the heat of his fever hurry

him as if a fugitive once again fro
Iseult

in~loring

him

~ith

"ark's 'l!rath.

1'e hears

that desperate farewell kiss to flee

from their betrayers at Ty-ntae.;el.

1. Matthew Arnold, op.cit., p.144, 11.148-152.
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In his d:isorderly flight he wanders from the wind-sueDt
Cornish pleasal.mce to the Breton heath where the maid Ise111 t
tends hiTh until he is eased from his tragic suffering.
ovm heart is moved \"ri th love, and he finds

8.

Her

neaS1lre of res

pite for violent anguish in this tranquil place TIith his youth
ful bride.
Fi:~om

this asylum he Yof8.!1ders forth to fight, as Arthur rs

knight, the Roman chivalry.
sorb him.

The stress of warfare cs.nnot ab

He is enslaved with the secret

lon~in~.

Iseultrs

face rises from the array of spears.
His spirit returns to Brittany to a forest shrine with a
cool pool 1,"/11.ere he stoops to lave r..is fevered eyelids, only to
see Iseult, his loveris imap,e in the water and hear her voice.
Novihere in life he seems able to find peace.

He awakens from

his troubled dream to find the wintry storm over and moon
light shining into the room.
His fir st thouGht is that Iseul t will not COrle this "light
and that before a secord message can reach her, he will
been burnt out vvith fever.

h~ve

His second thought is of his "Frin

cess" Iseult whom in pity he. tenclerly sends to rest from her
fai thfl..ll vigil.

He bids her kis.s their tl"!O children who are

now peacefully sleeping in the southern part of the castle over
looking the moonlit park glades.

He knows that their dreams

are even fairer than the moonlifpt.

In sharp contrast to the

deep peace, the steps of lseult are heard on the stair.
The section glows with emotional tone of love and suffer

108
ing.

Only pictures carry the interest; less than a dozen TIore.s

from the attendant page can scarcely make of this
Tristr~~

a

dialo~~e.

rever'j~

of

Eere is seen how the all-absorbing

passion of the fateful love for ise1.1 l t made of Tristram a
restless exile and wanderer.
sumes him we are not told.

7hat the fever nOTI is that con
:;.rl:ether 1se1.11 t has the gift of

healing of bodily wounds is not mentioned.

The malady seems

to be a trol-:.bled mind. and burnin.g passion.

1seul t' s words are

not recorded or scarcely implied.

She is represented as patient,

innoC8ilt, but wholly and tenderly sympathetic as if by instinct
rather than by direct understanding.
The secor-d section, "1sev 1 t of Ireland,

,I

is a dialogue of

the lovers with, near the close, a soliloquy of the Huntsman
ytho is woven on the tapestry hangiun: above the lovers.

Tris

tram speaks first to Iseult, reproaching her for cruelty in
co~ing

late, tells her be is dying, and so assures her that

men will not tax her honor for coming.
she is sick with
kindly.
has

r~ief

1seult reminds him that

and travel-worn and begs him to speak

Tristram admits his forgetfulness, forgives her, and

nothin~

more than admiration for her bea.uty and cl1.Etrru.

She promises to stay and TIatch at his side and recite tales of
lovers like themselves.
as in those forest days.
come courtly.

He wants nothing but her presence alone
He fears that her tone will have be

She reiterates that her love is unchanging re

gardless of the presence of cOTIrtly love in Bhich she has liv
ed and Imows that their lot has been equally painful, his in
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exile in the forest and hers liuon a

t}~one.

turned to a brief space of gla.dness.

Their anxiety is

She aS3U.l"eS him that

none uill contest her right to stay since she is scarcel
mere than a statue and a supplicant before the
longer a rival of his Lady.
well up in his eyes.
death is at hand.

Virgi~J,

no

rrristram 8;"iles e..nd grateful tes.:cs

He says that he is happy, but knows that

He req'J.ests

J.se1..~lt

to reu'.o.in wit}.l his good,

kind princess to be near him in his grave.
a farewell kiss, his life goes out.

':':ith time only for

Iseult entreats him to re

ceive her in death and so sinks lifeles2 at Tristram's side,
still claspins his hands.
The HuntsJ!tan, on the

tapestr:~,

picturing a vernal scene,

stares as if to question who the sleepi
prayer may be and
sweep into this

hOVl

q~iet

ne a

the lady at

he chanced, as if in some glaJl,or, to
chamber.

The Doet bids the hunter con

tinue h:Ls pastime, fearless of his waking the sleepers,.

The

lovers a2.'e among the eternal ones who lived e. (,housanCl. years
Here is delLOYlstratet the effect of over-povlering love that

'e.~o.

dre\"~

Isenl t to her lover at last a.fter years of moody anXiety with
:1er "deep-wronged husband lJ

~nd

continued loyalty to her lover.

Section thx'ee, "Iseult of Brittany," is tb.e longest and
most diversifiea. section.
of events.

A year has elapsed in the succession

'.rhe lovers are buried in

Fl~ark r

s chapel in Tyntagel.

Iseul t upon this y2.rticular bright winter day, which is not u.n
like any other in 'her monotonou.s life, has talren her children
to play in a hollow among the heather

slo~es.

In this ancient,
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laeial, cirmle t}-Je children are recinl2: and ."'[ the::-ins::: bl"if:;"ht
its of spar atartl:!.ng -cne

frcm thick coverts.
the

sunli~~t

Old

Breton tale of

:Before

wa~,

lies

1

e.LJ.-.I" rea ,9.nc..

lliJ.5seJ.-t:i1!'US'lec:

she1toring screen or

2-

to

Iseul t c9.118 the children

Broce-~~anae, ~e

ot;her

8~de

nOL~1es

v~

'1;

•

~u~g~u~VC~

,

.Looking aside ao. they walk home along the d!',l'rre

account of the routine of :,er

and

her for

£u ... 1.0 .... a"_v

The c-1.ildren a:roG ent:l'anced bY her storY and follow

wnere

snna~e~tlv d7in~ L~

her

and sorrow

d~":vs

i 5

ry1 V-:ll

•

~n.e

~s

70U

to be her lot.

B~pm

Yet she has' not

10 st her cRnabili tv for lClVil: -: peonl·, natllrl=J , anri th
'ions of her 1'10 e.

Her cor'-.-,aninna are her senesobal,

fGir

..,,01nt

gol~en-hairef chil~eL

the ,D oat introd1.1C6S his

and

-ohilo30nl1ic.~.1

s the DO'.'ler of feelin
th~

lone '7i11 not cl'" se

~ristramls do~ .

erstanc

sen.ses to

spi:ri ts

yielded

jO)'.

il they cano t re

1.

linot-her

CHllS9

1"

e or hal'de
fJt~

to the
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"'orme:r

r
D"T'B"'ll t;8

love.

van

exis"tence

fu'l tl;B.-.l1:i, mild a...n

im love" seGmed rr9-J~ rig

.'

13e

whose hecr
k of 70nt

.

I]'1

d

d ·..!elco:.~ed ::ie . . t

estr&L~ed,

in

eSB

O!" n1

"th its .fire.
~

011C

,-.,tion of am

thout .I..1:i s nbsee" :'0'1,

'ith it,

en-: a pa

All relili ty

that

of sensibility is

th~

. ther a single d0l.11nent thOUJ;:Ilt or on'" stro
i tio.. ,

The

reSDOtlSe.

lH'_1aces 01:" the Vlol'ld Jr it i.s which

o

anc:lvsi

.'~'

'1

s

HtOl.~cfle

'"'e

i
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better?
Arnold l[?ments that t~is "diseasod unrest ll or "unnatural
heat"

makes men rush about, fretful 2nd irascible tm7ard evel~Y

one.

3:e cites exal!!Dles from anticFlity, Caesar

learn of one

w~o

\'111.0

grieved to

had achieved fame When younc;er than he, and

that 81nbitou.s Macedonian Alexander whose life was over at
thirty-five years.
After this expository passage of sincere and honest search
ina:, Arnold relates the tale which Iseult told. to the children:
'With Merlin afoot at her side, witching Vivian rode upon
her white palfrey through a IIsylvan glade" in Broce-liaode one
April day.

~fuen

they reached the brow of a hill above a glen

all freshly green and vihite ;aith springtirn.e leaf and bloC',..,
Merlin asked to halt.
beneath a
waved nine

haITt~orne
tir~",e s

Sleep fell upon the wizard as he sat

tree.

above him,

His mistress then \7ith her wimple
mar~:r.ed

off a circle of m8.ESic ,!hich

im.prisons Merlin lJ.ntil jUdgment day.
her weariness of his love.

This she did because of

At the end of all, Arnold by a natur

al predilection appears to find life swept by passion, the per
ilous way.
The imagery

throu~l1.out

Grecian SCUlpture.

the poem j.s as purely classic as

Pictures, while they are not without color,

sparkle and r-.;listen as if cut from clear, cold-'uartz or
crvstaJ, or chased upon silver or more h'8trous i'etal.

Glauco1.2S

holly leaves and splintery bits of spar and the ringing of the
wood-peckerlschippin~make

the atmosphere crisp and clear.
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~~ere

is ever that rQtionalization.

~he

oak leaves are

j e'.',el-like in the moonlight because they are wet

late rain.
':las

II

dry and

hollo':l. "

chose the slope's

l~erlin

riO s

the holJ.y 1/8creenedtl then.

the

because the grass

sed'· there, and ":rou saY; clear acrof:'

I seul t beckoned h

which ::,ende

01'07

1!li th

C!

cnildren to the encloSl.:re

'unel~e

It is these descriptive passages

the poe

atJl.e to critics

If

a me.sterr)iece of

1

oetry."

neBcl'i Dtive

rl'his d.!'amatic

ns leave

and 'l'!lomas ver
scends

narr~ti

~n

0

teeD street

t~.

h B-ero111-Eilhart

th

'00

,.,
....

onlZ r

.t

be goe s Bwiftl'7 to her lover 1'rh

e the last U.

/'

sw.nero

b

But A

as even then
s no jealouB

bre~thed

her

~ife ~seult

,tho hastens ''!''ristraI:J 1 s deeth with a false messe-ita a.bout the
11

r

-1'ni

Iseu.lt
pale a.

el.

v
t~rou~h

the dying

rives, she find

~~ip".ht

is

the long
imse.l.J.•

ni~lt

sne 1s as

The whole t!iing is

Iseult ar

is

"ilen

calm after the tragedy in aGree
a~d

~~ent, under~tanu~~

e1' lover ulive and has the

him say .iI am happy. If

oet--:r
,. ,

8.

JOY

of hear!

~U~~~StiV9

of

t~e

Thei"

een tl· .....s-

ely this 1s not a "happy ending;'l it is merely that

calm that follows great noble action.
narr'ative, c
.1-- .•

ensed and. almost elliptical,.

~1Yes

e body of the story in retrospec t, w"h,ence Arnold denarts

1. ..- - ......~ ----.-" - _.-.- -- .... -_._~- - - w

--' .. -

....

Vol. I, p.71.
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upo.

s

invention.

action L

In the first place he simplifies the

is finale so that on17 the main characters of the

triangle rIot are necessary.
din

a~

all el"

poet serves for

nat

•

Brangain,

ornical speech of

the "userJ.es2 hunter,
He is weak

lonlrer clea.r.
~hat

t"

-"ith

has dealt rli th ori,-,=inali ty.

~~e

In

ied actio

romantic.

is needed bevond tbe eco-

lovers.

Qrds

..i.e.her

The chorus-like internretetion of the

t:AIJ.l.t1ilation

SllC

and.

TO

~ith

~e

have no direct

e se cha.rac tel's Al':l.old.

be sure

r, knight,;

ire

II

ays,

s,

'l'ri.s

ancl be is esaential:Ly

fever and pain and his spirit ia no

For most of his life he has been driven about by

a secret in his orea~u,
will never let hirr. rest.l

f'ire in 11.18 brain and the dreams mingled ,;,/i th his thOi_Hl:hts

de of him
foucl~t

the

u

a moonstruck knight rl to his companions in a.:r-'ms

Ron~ns.

But he is not the romantic lover.

W.t10

His

passion, for Arnold, is one of suffering, never of supreme gold

en1o"V.

The courtly lover is gone entirel

lated suc

rilll

on

by

hom he is thO
He is

to send a

•

as vio
He is,

r of two ch.ildren of

~ood-~ight

k

by their motner.

ther pa.ternal a.nd benevolent in :J.is attitude to that

tendel~-heal'tec

in~

t~11

IB.l'ria

consumme.t~n

unlike the traditional Tristan, a

Tristr

,

seult.

with her is gentle as from the first; he calls her

1. Matthe

rnold, op.cit., p.146, 11.244,5.

His bearfINly

114

Princess!!

d "Sweet."

'tt

He s

touch of her slander white

ds

willingly to the caressing
n his own feverish ones.

He seems sincerely solicitous of her welfar'e and touched by the
:1.1 care of the "poor child" as he addresses her.

t impressive charflcter, in a

aiJ

Iseult of Irel

~ith

drawn, hov!ever, wi'

She is

ique posit:ton.

, there is Ie

c

get

She is

less s)'1upathJ tha.n Tristran, for aside

from her loyal response and self-sacrifice in heeding Tristram's
last s

ons, her charm seems to be less of a

than a p

ical one.

Tristram speaks of his

r beauty, fair in the moon

iri tUfl.l one
d

.60::1.

eyes and

er speech is sarcastic

and reproachful at times.

Love

or Tristrar.i1 as

as in the primitive versions.

youth has s

eh of

~oy

eitl1~l'

ly been "constra5_ned and sad" and the
d mOl"e of

seemed to work less of love
youthfUl, she

not meant to

~as

Ii

Iseult
Their
c he_s

teen. II

proud, petulant, and imperious.

At Uark's

1

cOl1.rt

she becomes "fantastic II with her moods, pale and i7ithel"'

ed at times, then as Where contemplating the flight to Tristram,
a "restless cl10st ll flushed end quivering with abortive atteEpts

at courtly

ases, and

laL~ter

to be spared such a tem\Jerament.

on her lips.

Others desired

Tb.is is not the

~om

Cornwall so prOUdly welcomed as queen in earlier records.

1!O~7

2

at life's close she has become

11

hwnb1 ed, pale, and still. fl

She is grief-stricken before the Virgin Mother

1.

2.

~:l2.tthow ,'-rnolc1, op.cit.,
Ibid., ·~~~.152, 1.60.

pp.l~;4,5,

11.112-130.

d calls upon
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God and the angels.
looks Hwildl;;r.

In the Dresence of death she starts a.nd

Tristr

II

says that graciousness will come

from his Breton FJr'incess tov/ard Ise11.l t, the Queen, for
is kind and good,
so charitable.
the bed

II

II

she

intimating that the Q1IeeE, herself, is not

The disoTdered tresses of her raven hair upon

su~~ested

nothing of the deliberate calm spirit with

which the tragic queen Iseult of the earlier versions welcomes
death as a redeener and a blessi

•

Cn the whole, she falls

short of majestic proportion.
The controlled, orderly behavior of the classic dispo
s1 tion is imposed v.pon Iseul t of Brittany.
enjoyed a greater measure of Tristram's love
recorc has given her.

To be sure she has
t~an

any other

She has been elevated to the position

of a real wife and is ennobled with motherhood so that the
once imperious Iseult cannot stride into her presence and
claim the place at Tristram's side
old poets told it.
are eliminated.

Vii th

better right as tho se

Her jealousy and baseness as an

She loved Tristram generously,

ing from h5-s shortcomings.
not for her sorry state.

eavesd~opper

sufferin~

noth

She Grieved only for his SUffering
Her ·love burned steadily, not flan ,

ing high under fear of loss of its object.

It

w~.s

not ronanti.c

love kindled by physical charm; it was rather the love of a
Christ-like spirit seeki
in gloom.

1.

Natthe~

~'/ha t i t

lacked i

Arnold,

op~cit.,

to do good to the man who suffered
assion, it exceeded in sympathy.

pp.153, 1.96.

~u1

life of Isenlt.

She seems to be a true diBciple of Arnold's
:3

1>e1igion, "rr,orali ty touched by emotion. II

In fact Arnold ap

paren tl:" identifies himself rri th the cult or fellowshin of

Iseu1t of

Britta~y.

b:- the .2ltlantic sa
ittanv.4

TSeu
In an

apostl~ophe

a..Ll.S

i

lona1:,

orest
and

He refers to her as

e~u'lier,

in

to Tristr8111 he bids the wa.nderer l'eb'rn

i ttar: .• ,
1:. .
co:.....,plal..n.
ell thy pain. 5

other apo s tro r,he :

... ,
o

or

1.
.-:J
Iv'

01.1'"

,225,

(!Ie,:! York, 1904).
3. Ibid., p.231.
tthe1;7 trno1d., op • cit., p .1'15, 1.196, 197 •
4. The ?oems 0
• Ibid., p.147, 1.274-275.
6. The 11nder 1in:L.'1 i~ mine, Iv1.J.

l17

By the grey Atlantic Sea,
Hours, if not of ecstasy,
1
From violent an~.ish surely free
There is a

n:elanchol~r

(vlhich is in itself of r

orilZin) m.......ul",led with the clas sic serenity

ntic

order that char

acterizes Iseult's quiet days.

She is not '.'li thout capabili
tv
- 2
•
lI
of ejT"otion; "Jo J has not found her yet, nor ever vlill.
The
pallor of her face disputes the sanity, the perfect health
which her still 111ien alone would bespeak.
perament was sncb an a

xture.

Arnold 's ovm tem

Is not this Arnold, himself,

medi ta tinJJ: on which is the better part

0

f being, to

11.V9

an

active life or to withdraw in Quiet contemplation?
Not only are the
plot.

c~are.cters

e lovers of t

in Brittan

greatly changed, but also the

primitive poets did not meet alive

The tragic element is diminisl

this version of Arnold's.

t

s

oy

Of course, Iseult's children and the

life after Tristram IS deB.th has no part in the origlnal stor:r •
mhis is

re inventioJ,'.

"/ha t Arnold co'uld do with the love-potion, which is the
crux of tho

story, is a rather perfunctory thing.

lates that th

agic draught

forever rolls
Throu@l their blood, an
But he continues to spe

3

inds their souls.

of two Iseults who "possessed fl Tris

1. The Poems of Matthew Arnold, op.cit., p.146,
2. Ibid., p.157, 1.68.

3. Ibid., p.141, 11.65,66.

He re

11.228-~~v.

lle
tr'~

•

»£'s •

th-

A.nd fro

seems to

s

ntailed, i

ich t

over the Iovere to conmel th

he

jOJIDent of each other's presence.
~he

antithesis of

A~nold'5

"calm.

mkes

,

fo

The love it ca.use

II

e romantic horror--a nameless quality.
'Ie.

s lIdeep-li'{!'ongedrr even in Iseult I

fai.r speec'les

1'~a!'k

sigh.'u.

[J.

"honied nothings ll of the C01J.:rtiers a. t

he seems to have no

conce~tion

of the Gtiquette of

startled aJ:1d "wildlY" lookins:::: Iseult, who seerr:a
or the release from th

otlan I S

eaks of

CllT se,

:,

One la.st kiss upon
eath for Christi
o".!d have meant

3

ere

cUlo:.,

Ie

e.

''''eed

re~resented

d eterna.l life.

1. 1I,attn..ew flrnold, op.cit., p.153, 1.9,...

to be,

But

~ris-

119

spe,

t

death as

of leavin
ea~erlv

~.Aoldts

if"".

lovers do not e::,lbrace

as Suinburnefs etornal lovers do nor as gal

lantlv and calmly as the primitive lovers dQ.
tion is, of course, ""

His interpreta

ry T S lack of 11.nder s tnnding

or
One Yiould scarce

lo\"'e

otion fo

- to

pOpUIUl'

n:reat vlOrth.

Tha t wa.

Itoge

that

~rnold

e

in

9"tG

1 of mir8.cles

v·-'

esi

the potion does not matter so much in
is not the question for Arnold.

the power of

was the offense R2ainst the classic
The questi

1

\Jas a perso

lation to

e~r

Fo

him the sin

inR the passion, any passion, to burn

tnem.

to accept the

~bjection

n death of C "1st as

the lovers shoul

~hat

~riter

resent da;)T relil!ion, "he conceotion of "the

ist
, bri

classic

"~olde

lone rat"

o~ners;

s al

their lives.
me

I

t

It

that injured
a social

one.
,'lhen Arnold res.che.s Section III and leaves the field of
romance, he is at best TIith his uure inventions of the life of
Iseult with her children with the ba.ckground of the Breton
la.ndscape and his sincere dissertation upon the two philoso
hies of life.

3is

L~a~ery

of the cirque and the termB of the

geological formation of the Breton region call un be·autiful
pictures accompanied by an emotion of timelessness that stirs

1. G.W.E.Russell, op.cit.,

.236.
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the heart.

The darl:ening castle towers in the waninp: light,

the long, long sleen of

rlin are rettindful of

e fleetin.g

quality of timv.
The idea of the two tvnes of life which Arnold sets forth
s~ply

and forcefully gathers around it this beauty of the

scene anet is not v,rholly untouched by the emotions of pathos
in the feeling

w~ich

the ancient castle, with the grey turrets

above the lonely hall overlooking the lonely sea, and the de
parting days of Iseult's life call for
~trther

heiihtened by that tale of

along "this sea-coast wild," of

The effect is still

e Breton

r~erlin and

liande ,"lhich is renote in time as ¥lell as

~randames

ts

Vivian in Broce
II

away tbe other side

1

of Brittany. 11

There is a clas sic harmony in the scene in ac

cord vith the tneme.
Of Tristram and Iseult Arnold had this to S&-;r=

'Tristra."11,' too

"Y objectio~s

may fairly

subject is a very popular one, und many

~e

"Against
,::>

urged; but the

peo~le

liill tell you
2

thcJ like it best of any
of popnl

"::~lin~;

I hnve written."

taste, but did not write for it.

ancholy, due, in part

j

to a rel'

of life about him and to his
against popularity.

~is

TIe was aware
tone of mel

eness from the stir and struggle
..:'ofound natu

He recorrnized this:

was

8.

fac tor

liThe life of the peo
3

pIe is such that in literature they req

1.
o

t.J.

~rnold, op.cit., p.160, 1.154.
3sell, op.cit., p.42.

3. Ibid., P:Pl. l~, 5.

re joy.'1

Neither his
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thou~t,

nor his style, of exotic metres, could satisfy the

masses.

A need he was conscious of and which he did

co~scioDs-

ly aspire to answer through his study of ancient art was beauty.
The simplicity and purity of Grecian art was his

~ode1.

"The

need for beauty is a real and ever rapidly g.covling need in
del' the influence of balance and proportion from
teachers of antiquity, ther
ions of romantic vagaries.

1
n:.ar~.

s Greek

as no possibility of the expresEHis work contrasted

that of the Homanticists of the centur:r.

rply with

TIe exaJ";1ined his sub-

ject

~atter

'~i th

ide2.s rather than the ever::rday facts of life an.d calling

in the light of intellect and objectively, dealing

upon the ancient worlds to

i

such

i~aRe~y

as he had need

of.

In the order of philosophical pastry, Arnold's work is
foremost, due to his expression which is so precise and rare.
e gave no entirely new vieD of life and cast his pl1ilosoph
in no ne\l:! form of poetry, but his style was individual.
position is distinctly independent not due to innate

"His

ori~inal

2

ity but to the balance of combating influences."
criticism of his work bears·out

is statement of t

Hi3 ovm
later

day critics.
t I have less poe
It migllt be fairly ur
tellectual
sentiment than Tennyson an
cause I
nd abundance than B:l'o~ming. Yet
either of
perhaps of a fusion of the two t

1. G. ~,..... E •Ru s
<;)
.-

.

Jol.I, p.74.

ic
vigor
ve more
them,

"
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and have more regularly applieQ that f~usion to the
~ain line of modern development, I al:l lUi:el:r enoue.
to llGVe nw tllrn .1
.~e

rema.ins to this day the poet of the

, for hi s rea.lm is

that of scholarly art.
·s Tristram of Arnold's can never be known to the mass
of peo'.)le.

To be sure he chose a popular sUbject in "Tristra.m

and Iseult,!1 but his treat

t

of it, so full of sl::eer inven

tion,'did nothing to carry forvard the old line of the tradi
,

tion.

2

Eu.gene Vinaver thinks that Arnold derives from Malory,

and R.S.Loomis sta.tes that it is from Gottfried von Strass
'Z

whose source was Thomas.

bUI'iZ

course, was at home in Ualory.
scene

1,',rl th

Ii scholar such as Arnold, of

The little forest shrine

its pool of' l'rater in which he

rer:iniscent of

Tho~as's

Iseul tIs face is

beautiful Breton shrine.

IS8llt vas all that Tristan could see
','!:lS

sa!;!

However,

--711ere as long as he

TristrDu, even as Arnold's lover, so that is only sutla:es

tiorr, not proof.
Livinc in an era of tr
eO.

O"~

ition when an old world

pass

t of existence and a ne.. .; one had not yet come into existence,

Arnold carte into a pessimism that was about to permeate the
country.

Te~peramentallJ

he was melancholy, but his melancholy

had a sedateness about it; it was

~lite

like the morbid and

rebellious temperament of those earlier Romanticists, Byron,

1. G.u~E.Rus3ell, op.cit., pp.8,9.
2. Eugene Vinaver, op.cit., p.l0.
3. Roger Sherman Loo:mis, op.cit., Intro. p.X:ZV.
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d Shelley.

Arnold was continually seeking for calm..

spirit was to
itati

nd

et~een

a desire for q~iet self-controlled med

oeed action.

nIt can scarcely be dO-:l.bted that

inna te love of perfec t

e ::J.ad

no re.wness,

gainst hideousness

His

fOl~m,

i~~ate senti~ent

d so Ue V1as a cle.ssicist

1
by temperament. 1I

Out of this conflict \':ithin

is

0 1;:;':.'1

nature,

grew the profound mental activity l;ihich was thestirrrllus of

s poetr".
blanche

'1'hi s

as the Ulu'est within Iseult of Brittany 1,7hich

.er cheeks.

qUite

The reli{tious vie\'ls of the day Here not

ate for him..

hvsics

this:

"

.at

'1'11e most

d as for

,8

poet made

eta

r relation TIith God called

by most people Religion, Ilell--Religion is morality touched
2
b;)' emotion.
This and nothinp' more."
A kind of 11,oral panthei
las trie

blamele 95 li1'e upon l1e
view,

ien

at

d

e

et calle"

tiv

~

ived.

I

tIs

th Sgems in accord Dith the
lithe sweetest

live.i!

1. G.'.:.E.Russell, op.cir., pp.92,93.
2. Ibid., p.23l

ristian soul a-

Chanter VII
Tristram of Lyonesse--Algernon Charles

S~inburne

Late in 1871 upon the eve of the apoearance of Tennyson's
The Last

rne

lished as a prelude to an un

finished poem his Hoverture" to Tristrc:ur:. of Lyones se.
mind had long held in lreeping the sUb:ject of CO ...·
Srrinburne I s choice of a
goveI'ne

s11b~ect

y definite principles.

Ris

ll's queen.

for Doetic

t

VTaS

He had adopted the theorY of

esthetics which he had derived from the French doctrine of

"L1llrt pour l'art."

He 'laId that it is not incumbent

artist to warn against evil; indeed

y d

a subject from the realn of poetic &rt.

on an

ctic purpose removes
Swinburne renudi&ted

the common Victorian conception of the function of poetry, since
1e held that -\i'lOrthv 1 i tera ture limns t be l[tr~e , liberal, and

sincere; and cannot be chaste if it be prudish ••• and if lit
eratll.re indeed is not to deal with the full life of rr,an and the
'lhole nature of thlnr:s, let it be cast a s ide with the rods and
1

rattles of childhood."

For him the only criterion for artistic

1. Samuel C.Chew, Swinburne,
pp.76,77.,
,

(Boston, 1929).
(124)
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selection was that good work could be
i~l.

p~oduced

from the mater-

Here for the first time in centuries was a poet who had

both the

po~er

and the desire to tell the story of the passion

ate love of Tristan.

He

~~d

long since thought upon the roman

tic Iseult, and he had by nature affinity v>rith other literary
minds that had created from the sources 6f romance.

Swinburne,

1

as a poet, claimed for himself as "brothers,"

Villan, Marlowe,

Baudelaire, and &ffiong the ancients, Sappho, as his "sister."
4.e continued in England the roman tic genera tien of t5yron,
Shelley, Keats, and LRndor, and was a worshiof\ll admirer of

2
Victor Huge.
He drew upon a great literary heritage of romantic art
and assimilated according to his tendencies, both from those
d from his contemporaries.

souree
had made

8.

\"fuile a boy at Eton he

ip..nin,g,: upon the sUbject of Tristram and Iseult;

at Oxford, under the influence of :norris, who turned his
thoughts to the Middle Ages, Swinburne wrote a long fragmentary
3
poenl, Queen Yseult,
and still another fragment Joyeuse Garde.
In his association with Morris and other members of the PreRaphe.elite <circle, he found aims such as the
sensuality quite in keeping "!it

is

himself like a companion of the

drea~s

o~n

ideal~.zation

tendercies.

He

of

~as

and myths of the past

1. Samuel C.Che':J, S-v'rinburne, p.5, (Boston, 1929).
2. E.Legouis and L.Cazam!an, op.cit., p.1297.
3. In a Pre-Raphaelite decoration of Oxford Union, Morris
used the subject of tl1ese lovers.
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wnich held his imagination.
may be symbolized by the

He lived in

si~1s

8.

remote world which

of his burning zodiac of lovers

1

in the Prelude to Tristram.
ther or not he chose to use it, SDinburne had the
cift to see the werth in others
of prais'

•"

He

his indebtednes8 to Arnold for

acblowled~ed

"pelp and guidance in tho

d practiced the "noble art

lt and work" relative to style.

The YOl..,mger poet came too late to suffer the doubt that ('1i8
tressed Arnold and, of course, S'\'dnburne ha.d no

~

ir~. tion

for

such poetry as the TIledium to voice that regative element, but
he did pay t"ribute to J..rnold I s supreme
seen in

II

spontaneous temperance."

ali

which can be

liie have noted it in the

2

calm of Arnold's
sis ..

Tri~tr8J:n

peerl.

rne praises:

It is his very own antithe

"His verse bat

us rli th fres

radiance and light rain when weary of the violence of summer
and winter in which others dazzle

detain us."

Tenn.yson' s

sic had fascinatecl the Irhear-:':;-struck" boy Swinburne, and
years,

thrOU$out

burne, the critic, alternatel

rais

3

ed or disapproved his elder's writinpl,.,
It
ary

lJ

1•

.....
,..

o.

C'

c

1J1fS:S

se of

his desire, heightened by d.istaste for contemoor
t~1e

Arthurian Ie

d, to treat the

~~eat

Tristan

tory worthilY, thht caused
ed subject.

Hi oS old.. l"oya

to show tte inherent ..
n the theme of love r1the bod
he dedicatory epistle he

.;;

:

tory, not
our

There 1s a sincere note of a crusader in

01,

s aeterminatio

as ne sets out upon the labol" of a decade to come.
erls

The first London performance of .

'Ia

given a month before the appearance of Swinrn1rne l s poem.

He

2

By

~ave

known Wagner's libretto.

For Tennyson or Maiory,

he had little use, osrtieularly in the account of the deatu.
Sir Tristram, the 15irldle English poem, edited hy Scott,
e Angola-Norman versions seem to be his inUllediate literary

sources.
iJ.1 he theme of love

to his

1j~hich

he has R:lorified in

ique poem is stated in snee

nin

tus.l
his :philos

ra

anat

prelude

teal beauty begin

If to

scending i

e mj-ster,:r
ical conjecture

~I_

€I

~ri-

s the lovers engages
eJ.l as

1. Samuel C.Ch , opocit., pp.166-7.
-.2. Ibid., pD. '7 -8.

at

ve itself
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ove thHt

e spirit 01' man

l.nd spirit

whence breath be

Love fo

realit

'11odern idea

A

oach.

'.lJorlre

9

the best that he had to roak

to flive

e DOem
t

•

ODUS.!1

.i ec tive element in

ge states that he fr

out

s .Lif

s a"

lIs "to ma.Ke

2

eil' dead life live a.gain.

II

e treatment is th2'

escriJ.)tive settinrrs

va pas

here

in this wev:
lon~infl~

\yi th

8.1'

cee

n

c

tic scenes

on of dr

inu.i"ty prov

ine canto

narr... 

tc

€len ana.lvze

the dawn of passion: the fulfillment of love

the vearnina of Iseult for her absent lover; the

reun10n: the

renewe~

yearning of Yseult to the

II

char aJ. a C COm

paniment of v:ind and sea 11 (tile climax); Fate, a new motif,
min,;ded with the theme of love; Tristram's life in the absence

of Iseult; and last, Love-in-Death.

The poetic names used

Swinburne are descriptive of the episodes, all centering about
love:

"Prelude:

low, The

~leen's

Tristra.m and Iseult, The Sai
Pleasaunce,

. -·t

Marrial7.e, Iseult at <£intagel,
e Last Pilgrimage, and The Saili
ins

nY, Tne

in Bri

ard,

of t'

e

Wi

of the Swa.n.

t into the passionate str1Jggle of' Iseult in

Canto reaches the

1. Algernon eharl
II, p.4, 11.11-12,
2. Ibid., Vol.II,
3. Samuel C.Chew,

hi~hest

tic pitch.

al
iden

Vigil,
1I

'1'11.e fine
sixth

e Celtic back
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ground rJith wind

d sea koep the undertone

of fatality while

Iseult reaches her decision for Tristrwmls love above all else.
The pri
tail

ive plot Shrinks into

t

one.

otable

tionshiD

t

o

o~

to love.

iasio

are:

swallow story, the drago

love ver-sloo

the

lI

enf&l1Ces,lI the blood 1"e113.
healin~,

tne

1 story, t

nd f

, ana the dec

in anv de

he adventure elenents are

, the voyage f

en

ainat Bri

insi~ificance

_on

eede

lot

the courtly

•

variations are necessarv in several connections.

Iaeu.lt,

who is love incarnate, offers Tristram the potion; Palame
is the disguised minstrel who gains Iseult by a ruse; 't!"lree
years banishment for Tristram: Tristram is a

kniv~t

o~

order fram the beginning of the poem qhen he
as wark's bride-to-b& (though it is abmost a discordant note
to think of the splendid pagan Tristram wearing the knightl J
at rod-J.ike body); and the Joyous
prolon~ed

with considerable connection

~ith

Ga~d

euisode is

the Arthur-Guinevare-

Lancelot theme.
The characters are develo!-)ed through the dramatic serie '"
01·

ep:Lsocte s.

dividuals.

At "times they seem pure1l S3rmbolic and again in
1
f'
'l'y'istram is lI a man born at sunrise
and above all

other knights like the sun.

1. Algernon Charle

in

Be is l"leverent, fearless, lust

ne, op.cit., Vol.II, p.62, 1.5.
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beloved b
r1IsElult i

one

soul is
before

s and pooDle, at

t

llYith

Love's

r star.
"~

lordliest name. rt

e is tender-n

, a goddess.

ninourne 11

OI,'.Jn

rmony with eart

A

life-lon~

ed, yet

na sea.

1

'l'riBtram l

S

r,Ulcess, ;rEl"",

idol in

e lleurt of

is Iseult is made ethereally beautiful, but strong,

erfect in her tr
r,eat lover s.

~ression

er

~enerous

and place in the zociac of all

nature is

~iv€

So far vms y love bo~n beneath his love
I loved him as the sea-wind loved the sea.,
To rend it
d ruin it only and waste:
he
s the sea
a sea-.bird loved IDe;
2
"0 foster
d lii'e' B winsz:,
k falls short of kinr;liness; only vline made his thin

blood C01JrSe more quickl.v •
smoulderlng f
Iseult

th Iseult his life became Ife.

11

the

',,/1,1. te

ds, a mere girl at the first meet-

in.c:, is humble, courteous, and yearni
t1.u'ued to hate.

t bel' yearning

She becomes a crest

sorceress wit

3

ira virrrin lust for vengeance.
lord chills him.
lovers.

11

Her

a.Oove her dYing

According to her wrath,

She is almoat fearful enOl:

ell required the

to be a Christabel like

that conception of evil of. the sllpremeEnglL

romanticist.

The potion is magic in Swinburne's conception.

At firs

4

Iseult loved 'I'ristram in a rrholy girlish Wise"

1. Algernon Charles Sw£nbt"
2. Ibid., p.85, 11.4-8.
3. Ibid., Vol.II, p.138, 11.26.
4.

Ibid., p.34, 1.20.

in an unmoral,

., p.nG, 1.20.
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natural lov

Upon the dr ir

or the potion, the fatal love
1

yli th Jlpov:rer more compulsive

at

In

2

the forest bower theY c

eult

he sword" 1:1astered them.

brate their "coro

th"~

.Lat

d.

e s

" of joy.

I-

at Joyous Gard their

eart of love rises U.L.f.UJ,er than fate.
dvised by the scroll on Tristram's ewor

Mar E"

the potion
tomb

orgave the lovers after death.
later the sea swert

wll.1C

every bond

eveI~

It

•

a~ay~

hem in

- ~ e lover s from

relaasin

oet's

th::1t

have given no

:c

t

ssetti

0

concent~on

D

of a relatl.ons

mJT&ds

w~

of love

d lackihg in the spiri

.01
t

n which

d at once perfection of be

teo

s nee

I"or life

S

ot to be confOlmded with th

a comp.1etion

tua.l e

tie

'l'he dur a t10n 0

eternal and in which the lovers

ilt, of

we. ~

.16

e

•

said

d women

between mel'

casi",.

-, on the modern philosophical tl..lrn to tl1e me' ,
a t1.U'e, life, and deeth, of the mediaeval

rna met

b~

declaring that

hi~

sible acre in an imaginary world,

n

ther'e ia timelessness.

the chronlCler's
.,

..

~-

c

be systematized.

:.~

,..

b~-

the poet's
'l'he philO"'

ecclec tic sys'te1.

The Greek legacy from

inburne, Op.Clt., p.19, 1.20.

1.
(')

d

hero

00

rry, - .. _-~---e, p.60,

(J~er/ ~orl:,

1905).
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blch
H~a

S

l8

marked by the absence of Platonic inf l1..ence.

eems to change as he grows older.

0

Fate,

He 8.cC&ptec.

,f equal-oyed, II

e

te, that of all things save the soul of
Is lord and God since body and soul began.l
his Fate is baffling in i"Cs mystery, but the lovers ac
ept it.
ow should. i

t

turn

reat

w
G

[af'

,lara

th~t

elng.

'J.:lle

greater freedom.

The~

e elerr.ents becou

nent 1.n

en 1n the fir

-" s

fOlmd hope

other force.

7as not

the last

t\'IO

man I S power.
nB

SBc£me

is a spirit

ir~a-

1

quotatio

ove,

iJrself, i

ot

belie

ason was deified.

stran~e

lovers

l' this
01'

Swi

Jositivism in nhich
.ent .'

in the identification of fate

reate

0

from the d.av had

a

.

a iikeness to pant
the universe

,~th

. e?

...,t die

an

ove

like the
a~e

that the poetic

of

Fl~ench

Rc~ieve-

on se."7 in the
'1

apotheosi~

of rna

,11"on

of til

knOll

'='ligio

creed

the aspect
'. ite 'i',

the

complishment he conceives of

1.
12,
2. Ihi

it..

,maci

'~'!e

c&.!1d ~10ing.

8.e

vea

pect

0

c':mcept

l.man ac

see the t"'oet 1:3 i.hil

, op.cit., Vol.II,
n.o..).
i

oo.cit.,

8.

p~.73,74.

.1~~3,

J.1.11

1:~';3

osophical trends thus
passed bevond doubt.
me-"' tate.

ot quite

de c
fIf

tne

to

s

IS9ult prays to a God whO

o

ha~

2

o

Their passion is

cOld.

the""~

•

o be stirred by passion

is spiritu

I

the child of the S
art,

d

s

"-

,

son~;

h:L'11" S e 11',

P"'~J

There "

iving

e adore

tl'U~

•

tanc

was stirred and saw

we.

oliz as ree-son,

libe-~

e intellect

d

calls hirnself

,

The S,m

d "GUe

while the Sea symbolizes

store of poetry,

e,

3utobio

ut hB loved the sea.

or while ne

ift.

oetic

va~

thin~s

Bublectivel
..... OUgh

e to the eternal lovers.

ecu.1i

ut the poem his geniuB is manifest in three aspects
to him, love, fate, and nature.
world of

lma~ination

Be projects

into tne

n~se

and feels the prir.1i t 1ve love

d fate of

Tristram and IS9ult, shorn of the habiliments or c
time and space.

"ts

?ney move as a uart of nature itse
tho

aments of air, fire, wate
might be the
lorio'll

oma 0

vement

Ieeult's gold
,s

Triat

ligJlt a

e with the rna

sea.

'he

'lind and water and the liilht in the movement of n

of tne
after

day are suggested in the poetic choice of worda which maKe
sic

for the

~reatneSB

of tne

em",.

1. Elgernon Charles S~inbu~n~, op.cit., Vol.II, p.S8,
2. Ibid., Vol.II, p.84, 1.14.

l.~v.
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George Edward Woodoerrv sa
glish lite

ture with a

sic

that Swin

ne IIhas enriched

eard before, •.••

llEPler'

!1

and

1

"its mo

ginative rOll

Sl..1.I'pasaed in

en

it

ever, the

e adc

tic poem."

glish in the quality of passion."
1929 states, "All compete
li~ication

"It is un
S

el C.
aQ:ree, wl1a t

they feel compelled to make. that

burne's is incomparably the finest rendering of the legend i
2

En21ish litera.ture."

The last of the centur:v in the last of

its romanticists saw the Tristan legend restored to Drimitive
itv of passion.

1. G.E.Woodberry, opocit., p.lll.
2. Samuel C.Chew, op.cit.,

opinion upon the poetic tree.
'\~asefield or }.U'. Robinson as
ed unnI' e ju.dic edly. II

thor

Ofl"tH'S

no

the Tris tan story by 1J:.
"too recent to be judg

Chapter VII
Conclll sian
o a

uate complete story of Trist

ad been told and

preserved from the end of the tlNelfth century until the begin
ning of the twentieth century.
ed) was lost.

e archet:rpe (merely "postulat

Its finest contemporary and e

re

tions

1ere either not cOIDuleted by the authors or are now preserved
only in fr

entary form.

It r

ined for the French scholar-

poet Btdier in 1905 to restore the oldest love-story (of such
1

length, of which there is any knowledge)

in a narrative of

full measure oold in the pristine beauty of the twelfth
spirit in nhich it was

cen~lry

obably first conceived by the poetic

mind of an individual vITiter.

Duro

he intervening centur

ies the great story suffered in attenuate

orma.

One worthy

treatment in the English langtlage during the nineteonth century
was successful within its
Tristr1:l.Tfl of Lyor..esse.

tations (set by the

To L:alory

st be aive

al~thor)--

hanks for the

restoration of the story to the native land of its Celtic

~ero

1. E. Edi th Pipkin, I'The Arthur of Ed\'Jin Arlington Robinson,

The English Journal, Vol.XIX, p.191

II

(~arch, 19~0).

( 135)
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nd in the

ton~e

of the Britons.

Spenser's Tristram as

fresh youth, is a picturesque st
Courtesy's

venture.

t.S tthe'\l

in the v'li .i-U.J...IlfS settins:r of

Arno ld throng

tic

study of Iseult of Brittany expounds his philos

u

of life.

made the most slanderous use of the lovers in a
tale of

ultery whic

es of t

hero a destr1Jctive social

in Arthur's pl""L1..

fOl~ce

e le.l<:end beL ongs to the lite rature of the world.

that it has a great i

inative th

is axiomatic.

To say

The fact

that it has persisted for nillre than a thousand years is proof
of its value in the mi
to Trist:c

and Isolt

of

The theme of love

~ives

ortality, no matter hOIT their story

be exe.l ted or den:raded.
fate and death oompel

e race.

T 11e

t:l.ree-fold mystery of lave and

he interest of hun:ankinu..

Swinburne l"ecos:mized tne

eat themes are

'tr

1'13

ate from the modern world, and he was able, in his genius, to
conceive the s tory in the w.s. j est ic simplicity of its primitive
1

state.
v~iters

E.Vinaver writing in our day indicts those early prose
for the wrong they did, growing out of their common

lack of that poetic insight which wa.s Swinburne's.

"C' est un

rave pecha litt~raire, que d'adapter ainsi ~Ul.e oeuvre de genie
aux gouts nouveaux d l' E(DOqU e
in the first decade of

o~

l' on vi t. ,,2

e twentie

ce

1. George E.WoodbeI"ry, or.cit., p.17,lB.

2. Eugene Vinaver, or.cit., p.86.

Btdier, writing

ry, observed the poetic

1

principle

achievement of a

in it

rimitive

s"Uolimity.
attemnt to treat t
iID10re t

e

story with didactic p

ose, to

mantic quality, to dismember i

,

bodv, or to regard it flippant
aI, is to fail in the productio
At the close of

evoid. of the

per

ur

of art.

:f

nin

)er ot" poss i

a

bilities for a tl'eatment of the story remained 1.mtried and a

new lnterpreter.

'Tal te

tempe~amentally

A

classi

d not appeared.

ade scarcely more
fu'amatic h
take in

t~1

an

account

he character of

l'~ark

nredominantly noble.

o entirely
<

y a(loOUa te Hor}: llIUst

.e lovers without essential
'1'lla t is the

l~ele_tio:..

bv a

The settin o

abstractio~

d been attempted.

'he reality is in thei!'

t

rely ob,iec tive 'erea tme

c~1anpe,

for

ao:tdin~

quali t::r.

had alT1avs beGn p1.'>edoclnantl:v oase or
A more hmnan mixture of elements in him

give way for a new value to the tragedy growing out of

the disloyaltv to such a man.
I t would be feigning a prophecy after the manner of 0

Geoffrev of MOnJ'!louth whose me:r::;e rlerlin made bold to pl'Ophe
in retrosoect--to ignore the actualit
carried on in

literature on

li

f

bo~'

the Tristan tradition
ides of the Atlantic

1

since this century be

1. T
R

.

est an latest
. (
Tristr

•

The eternal 1
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